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Abstract:
This paper examines what law can do to enable an electorate comprised of mostly ignorant voters to obtain meaningful representation and to hold elected officials accountable for the government’s performance. Drawing on a half century of research by political scientists, we argue that political parties are both the key to good elections and a common cause of electoral dysfunction. Party labels can help rational, low-information voters by providing them with credible, low-cost, and easily understood signals of candidates’ ideology and policy preferences. But in federal systems, any number of forces may result in party cues that are poorly calibrated to the electorate and issue space of subnational governments. Further, the geographic clustering of partisan voters can lead to persistently dysfunctional elections at subnational levels, however well calibrated the major-party cues, because in these communities the aggregation of votes will not neutralize (as it otherwise would) the ballots cast by citizens whose party ties reflect their upbringing and social milieu more than their observations about what the government has done. To date, these problems have largely been the province of political science and sociology. We argue that they are problems of, and for, election law. Statutes and court decisions govern what appears on the ballot, who selects a party’s candidates, and any number of other variables that affect the meaning and utility of party labels. Our analysis challenges the focus of decades of political science and legal scholarship, and sheds new light on important questions about party regulation, ballot design, the choice between partisan and nonpartisan elections, and the constitutional law of party rights.
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INTRODUCTION

Most voters are astonishingly ignorant of basic facts about government and politics. Pioneering survey research by University of Michigan political scientists focused the discipline’s attention on this problem half a century ago.\(^1\) In the years since, successive generations of political scientists have tried to understand whether—and if so, how—elections yield meaningfully democratic outcomes notwithstanding widespread voter ignorance.

The political science debate about how well elections work, given voter ignorance, has largely passed legal scholarship by.\(^2\) This paper provides the beginnings of a corrective. Our aim is to depict the essential contours of the voter-information problem and to explain how election law might change in response. We also hope to shift the focus of political science research on voting and elections. The dominant question in the field for the last fifty years has been, “Do elections work, given the voter information problem?” We think it more profitable to ask, “Which elections work least well, and what can law do to make them work better?”

We begin, in Part I, by recapping the political science of voter ignorance. Though there is no disciplinary consensus about whether elections “work,” given what voters know, political science has revealed certain mechanisms through which a low-information electorate may behave

---

as if reasonably well informed. To the extent that the electorate performs well, the credit is largely due to political parties, and to the statistical properties of aggregation (which can neutralize uninformed votes). At their best, political parties provide voters with simple, reliable, and easily learned cues about candidates’ ideology and policy preferences. Meanwhile, the organization of legislatures along party lines enables voters to identify the dominant governing coalition and to connect their stray observations of politics and policy to the party then in charge. This process, aggregated across the electorate as a whole, can yield collectively rational responses to information about governmental undertakings. As the political scientist E.E. Schattschneider famously noted, “Modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of parties.”

But the existence of political parties is not a panacea. Voters may fail to discern the partisan balance of power, or the issue positions of the parties. Voters may blame the governing coalition for events beyond its control, or judge its performance myopically. Moreover, not all voters see and respond to parties in informational terms. Many have an essentially affective rather than instrumental relationship to their party of choice. Partisanship for them is largely an incident of upbringing, one which resembles nothing so much as felt ties to family, religion, clan, or tribe. We shall refer to these citizens as “Michigan voters,” in recognition of foundational research on the sociology of partisanship by political scientists at the University of Michigan.

Thus, although parties are necessary for the operation of mass democracy given voter inattention to politics, they do not "solve" the problem of voter ignorance tout court or even improve it to the same degree in all places and at all times. Rather, party cues work more or less well depending on factors that vary predictably across different types of elections. This is our central point in Part II, which takes up the question of which elections are likely to suffer the most on account of voter ignorance, and why. (Throughout this paper, we will treat elections as performing well insofar as they yield the result that would have obtained if voters followed politics and policy closely and voted based on their policy preferences and expectations about government performance.)

---

4 For ease of exposition this paper generally treats citizens as ideal types—either pure “Michigan voters” or pure “Bayesian updaters,” i.e., voters who neutrally use new information to update their priors about the consequences of putting one party or the other into power. No doubt most people are mixed types; we all have a bit of Maize and Blue in our party identifications. The important question is the aggregate degree and distribution of affective partisanship in the electorate.
5 Many political scientists make essentially the same move. See, e.g., Larry M. Bartels, Uninformed Votes: Information Effects in Presidential Elections, 40 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 194
National elections, which receive the bulk of political scientists’ attention, present comparatively propitious conditions for collective competence. The national parties—Democrats and Republicans—have ideologically differentiated platforms that are reasonably stable over time. The parties also organize the legislature into clear voting blocs, enabling voters to see who’s in charge. Party labels on the ballot make it easy for voters to link parties and candidates. And, critically, the major-party brands are substantively well-tailored to the national issue space and electorate. By this we mean (1) that learning a candidate’s party affiliation enables voters to infer the candidate’s position on most significant issues of national policy; (2) that the packaging of policy positions into party labels tracks latent preference correlations within the electorate (so that voters who favor the Democratic position on issue $x$ are also likely to favor the Democratic stance on issue $y$); and (3) that the major party brands divide the electorate fairly evenly, such that roughly half of the electorate prefers the Democratic brand to the Republican brand and vice versa.

One probable and salutary consequence of the balance between Democratic and Republican identifiers in the national electorate is neutralization of the Michigan vote. That is, votes cast by affective Democrats are likely to cancel out those of affective Republicans, leaving control of Congress and the White House in the hands of voters whose partisan preferences respond to information.

By contrast, many state and local elections (as well as primary elections at all levels) present significant cause for concern. As Part II will explain, this is not simply because voters pay less attention to these elections. It is also because our system of election law does not provide voters in these elections with on-ballot voting cues of comparable quality to the party labels used in national elections.

Party labels are absent from the ballot in initiative and referendum elections, most local government elections, and some elections for state-level office. In other subnational elections, party labels are present but substantively “mismatched”—not well tailored—to the issue space and electorate for the government in question. Where subnational wings of the national parties do not compete for the local median voter on the basis of issues specific to the corresponding level of government, the party brands will not fulfill their proper informational role. (We will argue that failures of rebranding can occur for a variety of legal and strategic reasons.)

Subnational elections often suffer as well from mismatch at the level of perceptions: many voters do not see and respond to the local policy content of the major-party brands. Oblivious or confused, these voters base their

decisions in subnational elections on what they know about the parties’ position-taking and performance at the national level. A further problem is that in subnational polities that are overwhelmingly Democratic or Republican by national party ID, the Michigan vote is not likely to be self-canceling. It will, instead, foreordain the general election winners, relegating the choice of lawmakers and control of government to unlabeled, information-poor primary elections in which the voters who participate make up a small, unrepresentative slice of the population eligible to vote. What results are elections that provide little guidance to elected officials on issues specific to the government in question, and do little to hold the governing coalition accountable for its performance.

What follows for law and legal scholarship? That is the question of Part III. The most important implication and the subject of Part III.A is that legal scholars and good-government reformers should start thinking about law’s potential to influence the quality and availability of major-party cues or their functional equivalents.

Ballots could, for example, “label” the existing partisan balance in government in addition to labeling candidates, thereby enabling retrospective voting by citizens who would otherwise be in the dark about which party is responsible for recent policy initiatives and social conditions. Party labels could be introduced into elections where they are currently missing, such as initiative and referendum elections, as well as nonpartisan state and local elections. And party labels could be modified to better distinguish the party at different levels of government, which may facilitate the development of locally differentiated party brands and make it easier for voters to see their content. To the same end, voter registration laws could be revised to make it easier for voters to change parties between local and national elections, encouraging localized rebranding from the bottom up.

But what of elections for governments as to which the major parties cannot be induced to develop well-tailored brands, or where the conventional party brands otherwise cause more harm than good (e.g., due to a severe imbalance of Michigan voters)? Here we urge the removal of conventional party labels, in favor of party substitutes. We suggest two party-substitute cues that would approximate the desirable properties of well-calibrated major-party cues, and that could be printed on the ballot in formally nonpartisan elections.

The first of the party-substitutes, the executive cue, would signal endorsement by the most powerful elected official in the government at issue, e.g., the mayor or governor. Because of their visibility, mayors and governors can develop party-like personal brands. Labeling candidates for lower-profile offices on the ballot with the chief executive’s endorsement would help voters to locate these candidates in the issue space of local politics.
Alternatively, states or cities could combine formally nonpartisan elections with a system of advisory open primaries designed to induce the formation of new party-like brands specific to subnational governments. Under the regime we envision, candidates would qualify for the ballot through a nonpartisan process, such as by submitting signatures from a certain number of registered voters. Political entrepreneurs would be invited to conduct advisory primary elections open to candidates and voters irrespective of their affiliation with official political parties. (In recognition of the open character of the advisory primaries, organizers would not be permitted to name their event after a political party with which voters have registered.) Candidates and voters would be limited to participating in one advisory primary per election cycle for the government in question. The winners of the two most popular advisory primaries, measured by the number of voters who opt in, would be designated as such on the ballot. This would lead to the development of a “two-notation system” in which the most popular advisory primaries function as de facto party cues calibrated to the government at issue.

As this preview makes clear, our prescriptions range from the simple to the fanciful, and are largely untested. We offer them not as a regimen for reform, but rather to illustrate how law might improve the performance of those elections most at risk due to voter ignorance, and as an opening gambit in a conversation with legal scholars, political scientists, and policy entrepreneurs. Oddly enough, despite half a century’s work on the problem of voter ignorance, political scientists have paid little attention to the effects of law on party branding, and to the possibilities for better labeling of ballots.

Whether election law can realize the meliorative function we ascribe to it will depend not only on the ingenuity of reformers, but also on the cooperation of the courts. The Supreme Court has curtailed public regulation of political parties through its “associational rights” jurisprudence. This body of law—our subject in Part III.B—expressly presumes that the ordinary voter is highly informed and engaged. Reasoning from this mistaken premise, the Court has declared that there is no legitimate state interest in trying to ensure that the major political parties establish and maintain ideologically coherent and electorally competitive brands. This cannot be right.

Part III.B concludes with some thoughts on what party-associational interests the First Amendment should be understood to protect. Parties, we suggest, should be treated as private associations with the designated public function of enabling a low-information electorate to steer public policy and hold the governing coalition accountable for results. On the approach we suggest, every citizen would have an interest in associating with any major political party, and no person or collectivity would have a privileged right to
speak “on behalf” of the party. Courts would characterize burdens on political association by assessing whether the form of association sought by the plaintiff would further, or retard, the party’s performance of its public function.

A caveat before proceeding: It is not our intention in this paper to provide a comprehensive overview of all the ways in which election law might mitigate or aggravate the voter-ignorance problem. We focus on parties and party labels because of their manifest importance and because the law has long regulated and subsidized the party cue, but we would certainly agree that there are other veins for legal scholars concerned with voter ignorance to mine.6

I. VOTING WITHOUT (MUCH) INFORMATION: AN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY

Two questions have anchored voting research for the nearly half a century. Given a vast amount of evidence that voters lack much in the way of relevant factual knowledge of politics and policy, how do they make voting decisions? And what can we say about the quality of these decisions? This Part reviews the political science literature on voter competence, and shows that the answers on offer are varied, rich and full of disagreements. However, some common points appear. Voters benefit greatly from on-ballot tools, such as political party labels, that help them translate their policy preferences or retrospective evaluations into responsive votes. The aggregation of votes across large numbers of citizens can (but may not) yield coherent, seemingly well-informed outcomes even if most voters have little relevant knowledge. And partisanship is a bit of a double-edged sword: the organization of politics through political parties helps voters to infer what candidates are likely to do in office and makes the dominant governing coalition legible, but partisanship can also distort voters’ factual perceptions and attributions of responsibility.

A. “Constantly Bamboozled”? The American Voter as Political Ignoramus

Contemporary critics of the American voter’s ignorance have a long and illustrious lineage. In the first part of the Twentieth Century, the nation’s two most prominent journalists – Walter Lippmann and H.L. Mencken –

6 In a companion paper we mine some of these veins ourselves. See Christopher S. Elmendorf & David Schleicher, Districting for a Low-Information Electorate 121 YALE L.J. __ (forthcoming 2012).
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were savage in their treatment of the ordinary voter. 7 “The individual man does not have opinions on all public affairs,” wrote Lippman. 8 “He does not know what is happening, why it is happening, what ought to happen.” 9

The great political theorist Joseph Schumpeter extended and refined this critique. In his classic work, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, Schumpeter broke with classical democratic theory and denied the existence of a common will or even public opinion anterior to political elites’ contest for power. 10 Citizens, he observed, have little incentive to learn about politics, in contrast to their strong monetary and social incentives to be good at their jobs. They are relegated by their lack of information to the essentially passive role of judging contests between political leaders, as opposed to forcing leaders to represent their pre-existing preferences. 11 (Anthony Downs would formalize Schumpeter’s incentives-and-information argument some years later. 12)

Schumpeter’s conjecture about voter ignorance was not paired with systematic national evidence until the middle of the century, when University of Michigan political scientists developed nationwide surveys of voters, now known as the American National Election Studies. 13 The results were collected in the landmark volume, The American Voter. 14 “Our detailed inquiry into public attitudes regarding what we took to be the most prominent political issues of the time,” the authors concluded, “reveals a substantial lack of familiarity with these policy questions.... We have, then, a portrait of an electorate almost wholly without detailed information about decision making in government.” 15

Since The American Voter, there have been countless surveys showing the ignorance of American citizens about politics and policy. 16 Michael

8 LIPPMANN, supra note 7, at 29.
9 Id.
10 JOSEPH SCHUMPETER, CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM AND DEMOCRACY 251-68 (1943). Discussions of voter ignorance have been part of political theory at least as far back as Thucydides. Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War § 6.1.1. (Trans. Rex Warner 1954) (blaming the failure of the Athenian invasion of Sicily on voter ignorance).
11 Id. at 262-68
12 ANTHONY DOWNS, AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF DEMOCRACY 238-60 (1957).
14 THE AMERICAN VOTER, supra note 1, at 15-16.
15 Id. at 542-543.
16 Voter ignorance applies not only to political facts, but also to political opinion, with voters frequently holding opinions on, for instance, economic issues that are at odds with those of professional economists who share the voter’s ideology. See BRYAN CAPLAN, THE MYTH OF THE RATIONAL VOTER: WHY DEMOCRACIES CHOOSE BAD POLICIES (2007).
Delli Carpini and Scott Keeter pulled the key findings together in the mid-1990s. Their book is a horror-show of specifics. Here are some examples:

**Institutions and Processes**
- Only 55% of citizens know there are two senators from each state and only 25% know the length of a Senatorial term
- 21% can define fiscal policy, 18% can define monetary policy and 39% can define free trade
- 19% can name all three branches of government

**People and Players**
- 35% could name both Senators from their state
- 59% knew whether their Governor was a Democrat or Republican

**Domestic Politics**
- 54% knew what the Watergate scandal was about in 1973
- 31% knew what Affirmative Action means

**Foreign Affairs**
- 49% knew that the US is the only country to have deployed a nuclear weapon
- 18% knew Israel was the largest recipient of U.S. aid in 1986

**General Political Knowledge**
- Only 21% can get within 10% of how much of the population has no health insurance
- Only 30% can get within 10% of how much of the federal budget is devoted to defense or social security

There has been some criticism of such measures of voter knowledge, as they may be sensitive to the way questions are asked or to voters’ ability to

---

18 Id. at 75.
19 Id. at 75.
20 Id. at 80.
21 Id. at 83.
22 Id. at 93.
recall information quickly, rather than at all. Even so, few researchers believe that voters are anything other than poorly informed about politics and policy.

However, American politicians behave as if they faced a somewhat informed populace. In speeches and in ads, politicians discuss facts that improved during their tenure in office (and mention facts that got worse during their opponents’ tenure); they make policy arguments in political commercials; they change their positions in strategic ways, towards the extremes during primary campaigns and towards the center in general elections; and they generally attempt to appeal to voters through substantive (as well as non-substantive) political rhetoric.

It is hard to square this behavior among actors with a personal interest in winning votes with the largely unthinking picture of the electorate painted in survey data. It is equally difficult, though, to look at American politics and imagine that voters are policy-obsessed wonks who somehow just test badly when asked political questions by researchers. Something else must be going on. Political scientists have spent the last 50 years trying to identify what that something else is.

B. All in the Family: The American Voter and Party Identification

One model of voters and parties has achieved dominance in legal scholarship. Developed by Anthony Downs, it posits that political parties compete by proposing policies along a right-to-left axis, and that voters select the candidate of whichever party comes closest to their preferences along the same axis. In a two-party race, the parties will converge as the party that wins the voter in the middle will have won 50% plus one of the votes, and hence the election. This is the famed median voter hypothesis.

Downs’s model fit with the dominant understanding of party behavior at the time, the Responsible Party Government (RPG) school. This project, which began with the work of Woodrow Wilson and Frank J. Goodnow at the turn of the 20th Century, reached its apex in the 1950s in the work of

---

23 See, e.g., James L. Gibson & Gregory A. Caldeira, Knowing the Supreme Court? A Reconsideration of Public Ignorance of the High Court, 71 J. Pol. 429, 430 (2009) (demonstrating greater knowledge of Supreme Court than conventional survey questions reveal); Markus Prior & Arthur Lupia, Money, Time, and Political Knowledge: Distinguishing Quick Recall and Political Learning Skills, 52 Am. J. Pol. Sci., 169, 170 (2008) (giving respondents more time improves answers to political information questions by 11%-24%).

24 See Somin, Political Ignorance, supra note 2, at 1305-06.

25 Downs, supra note 12, at 115-22.

26 Id.; Schleicher, Why, at 428-29.
Austin Ranney and E.E. Schattschneider. RPG scholars argued voters could only contribute to governance in a complicated modern democracy if political parties presented clear platforms and had enough internal coherence to bring them about upon winning control of the government. Such "responsible" parties were a precondition for meaningful voter participation, as large masses of people could never sift through the gamut of policy alternatives. "The people are a sovereign whose vocabulary is limited to two words, 'Yes' and 'No.'"

But Downs and the RPG school still assumed a lot: that voters have well-formed policy preferences, that voters observe the policy outputs of government, and that voters make neutral assessments of facts and credit or blame the responsible governmental actors. Confidence in these assumptions took a blow with the publication of The American Voter.

The American Voter was – and probably still is – the single most important book ever written about voting in America. Marshalling the results of the first nationwide voter surveys, Angus Campbell, Phillip Converse, Warren Miller and Donald Stokes concurred that parties are the key to voter decisionmaking, but rejected the Downs/RPG hypothesis that voters choose their party on policy grounds. Rather, the voter of The American Voter is effectively tribal in his partisan allegiances. Partisanship is pre-political; a “psychological identification” more than an intellectual one. One’s parents, most importantly, and later one’s friends and social cohort, drive the decision to identify with a political party.

Partisan ties once formed – “party identification” or “party ID” in the nomenclature of the book and henceforth in the political science literature – exert a powerful pull on voters’ choices and even their opinions on issues. The American Voter found that party ID better predicted vote choice than the individual’s assessment of the candidates. This was a stark discovery: People who identified as Republicans were more likely to vote for President Eisenhower than were people who said they had a favorable impression of President Eisenhower.

The American Voter acknowledged that some people who identify with one party occasionally vote for candidates of another, but the vast majority

---

28 Schattschneider, supra note 3, at 52.
29 See Somin, Political Ignorance, supra note 2., at 1298-1300.
30 The American Voter, supra note 14, at 121.
31 Id. at 162-65.
32 Id. at 74.
vote the party line virtually all the time. Party identification is the “unmoved mover” of everything else that happens in politics. Opinions on issues are largely epiphenomenal, a consequence rather than a cause of party identification.

But what about vote switchers? The American Voter showed that the citizens most likely to support candidates of different parties from one election to the next were the least informed. This directly challenged the RPG view of elections as searching referenda on government performance.

The American Voter was (and is) a difficult pill to swallow for anyone committed to the democratic idea. But it made sense in context of its time. Political parties in the 1950s and early 1960s were not nearly as coherent ideologically as parties today, yet the parties had intensely loyal followings nonetheless.

C. “A Reasonably Rational Fellow”: The Running Tally, the Miracle of Aggregation, and Macropartisanship

The American Voter dominated the field for more than twenty years, and it remains the central text for those studying voting behavior in America. Indeed, it was so dominant that, many years later, Morris Fiorina said he “distinctly remembered a feeling of mild anxiety” when he first ran a regression with party identification as the dependent variable. But Fiorina pressed on and developed a model that attempted to reconcile the data in The American Voter with the work of Downs and the RPG school.

33 Id. at 138-141.
34 Id. at 151.
35 Thomas A. Carsey & Geoffrey Layman, Changing Sides or Changing Minds? Party Identification and Policy Preferences in the American Electorate, 50 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 464 (2006) (characterizing The American Voter thus: “[P]arty identification is an ‘unmoved mover’: a deeply held psychological attachment that is (1) largely unchanging over time even as events change, and (2) a filter through which citizens view and interpret new political information. From this perspective, party identification shapes policy preferences and other political attitudes, but is largely unchanged by them.”)
37 The American Voter, supra 1, at 143.
41 Fiorina, Parties and Partisanship, supra note 40, at 98-99.
Fiorina argued that generally inattentive voters can develop a decent understanding of what parties do and stand for by incorporating their stray observations about politics and policy into a "running tally" assessment of the political parties.\textsuperscript{42} Party identification is simply a lifelong sum of the plusses and minuses a person observes about the performance of political parties. As long as the parties are consistent over time, one's running tally provides a serviceable guide to voting decisions.\textsuperscript{43} Fiorina's data showed that party identification and voting patterns moved over time, if slowly, and his theory provided an explanation for this finding.\textsuperscript{44}

Far from the unquestioning ignoramus of \textit{The American Voter}, the ordinary voter per Fiorina is "a reasonably rational fellow."\textsuperscript{45} He does not know much about today's hot political issues, but his judgment about the political parties adds usefully to the project of self-governance. Christopher Achen formalized this model, arguing that the voter starts with her parent's preferences and updates them in a Bayesian fashion. The more observations she makes, the firmer her partisan identification.\textsuperscript{46} Achen's formalization proved that the stylized facts of \textit{The American Voter} – the widespread lack of knowledge of today's issues, the consistency between the political beliefs of parents and children, the hardening of party identification over time, and the correlation between a lack of information and weak partisan attachments – were compatible with a world in which policy observations rather than group attachments are the key determinant of voting behavior. Experimental work by Milton Lodge and others added to the project by showing that voters exposed to campaign stimuli base their judgments on much more information than they can subsequently recall.\textsuperscript{47} Survey-based measures of political knowledge miss the latent "tally" on which voters rely.

Fiorina's work highlights the importance of political parties and party labels for competent voting. It must be clear to voters which party is in charge so that they can link their policy-outcome observations to a party.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{42} \textsc{Morris P. Fiorina}, \textit{Retrospective Voting in American National Elections} 89, 89-106 (1981).
\item \textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id.} at 83.
\item \textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id.} at 129.
\item \textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.} at 199.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Party positions and objectives must be reasonably consistent over time, so that the running tally actually differentiates the parties. Party labels must be assigned to candidates in a reliable fashion, lest voters be misled about what a candidate stands for. And the parties’ endorsements must be known to the voter when she makes her decision. Clear and consistent party labels enable low-information voters to play a meaningful role in elections.

For our purposes, this is the key point: uninformed voters need tools in order to turn their retrospective (or prospective) policy evaluations into votes. And, as we will argue in Part II, state and federal law determines the availability and quality of those tools.

Fiorina’s model was not the only challenge to The American Voter consensus. Samuel Popkin and Donald Wittman argued that voters get all sorts of politically relevant information from daily life, without a vote-motivated search. Everything from buying gas to paying taxes exposes citizens to policy-relevant information, resulting in a better-informed electorate than one would expect based on the instrumental value of voting. 48 Stephen Ansolabehere, Jonathan Rodden, and James Snyder recently revisited the evidence of consistency and constraint in policy opinion. 49 They argued that The American Voter’s conclusions were likely due to measurement error, and that the simple corrective of measuring issue preferences by averaging across multiple survey items yields a picture of the ordinary voter as reasonably consistent and ideologically constrained in his policy opinions.

Arthur Lupia and Mathew McCubbins deduced a series of propositions about how voters with little information about the issues could rely on cues provided by interest groups as well as parties. 50 A rational citizen who understands the cue-givers’ interests, informedness, and incentives for truth-telling can position herself between cues, as it were, and make decisions that are much like those of voters with detailed policy knowledge.

Finally, much revisionist work has centered on the aggregate competence of the electorate. Benjamin Page and Robert Shapiro pointed out that bits of information that register with a few voters will nonetheless move mass opinion so long as unobservant voters stay constant in their


views, or shift their views in some random, uncorrelated fashion. Moreover, the famed Condorcet Jury Theorem shows that a mass of individuals each of whom has only a slightly better than 50-50 chance of getting the right answer to a question will collectively get the answer right almost 100% of the time, so long as the individuals act independently of one another. This has become known as the miracle of aggregation: acting together, even barely informed individuals can function as a well-informed collective.

Robert Erikson, Michael MacKuen and James Stimson turned these insights into a massive research project on how the electorate processes political information. Acknowledging that most voters are uninformed and static in their preferences, Erickson et al. showed in The Macro Polity that the national electorate as a whole shifts partisan preferences in response to real-world political and economic events. Enough voters respond to political inputs for “macropartisanship” to resemble Fiorina-style updating, notwithstanding that many voters are Michigan types.

Fiorina and the aggregation literature created a clear micro- and macro-level theory that could restore a general faith in democracy, despite widespread voter ignorance of politics. Their work since has come under fire, as the next section will explain. Regardless of who is right, though, their work reflected its times much as The American Voter spoke of its own. Voters in the highly-charged world of the late 1960s and 70s seemed more informed and inflamed by politics than in the staid 1950s. The parties were also weaker, particularly after Watergate, with party line voting in Congress falling to all-time lows and candidate-centered campaigns on the rise. Research on voting followed suit, treating voters not as blind partisans but, particularly in the aggregate, as rationally responsive to events and policy decisions. However, the world did not stand still, and neither did the literature.

---

52 Id. at 26. Of course, Page and Shapiro note that the errors voters make are not uncorrelated. However, correlated errors do not destroy the Condorcet result but the more correlated vote patterns are, the better voters have to be on average. Krishna K. Ladha, The Condorcet Jury Theorem, Free Speech, and Correlated Votes, 36 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 617, 632 (1992).
54 Fiorina, Parties and Partisanship, supra note 40, at 94-99.
D. “Partisan Hearts and Minds”: Dissent from the Running Tally and Macropartisanship

If the 1970s was a period of decline for parties and partisanship inside legislatures and among voters, the recent era has seen an enormous revival. In a trend that started in the 1980s, the parties became more ideologically distinct from one another, party line voting in Congress became more consistent and voters became less likely to vote against their long-run party identification or to split their tickets. This change in experience has been matched by a change in views, with political scientists and economists attacking the “voter (or electorate) as a relatively reasonable fellow” synthesis of the 1980s.

Larry Bartels challenged the miracle of aggregation by documenting gaps between the actual vote shares of presidential candidates and the vote shares one would expect from a well-informed electorate. (He calculated the latter using the reported votes of high-knowledge individuals and normalizing for population traits.) Donald Green, Bradley Palmquist, and Eric Shickler went after the statistical underpinnings of The Macro Polity; their models suggest that macropartisanship is much less responsive to economic conditions and public policy. This occasioned an impassioned response from the authors of The Macro Polity. The debate is on-going and feverish.

The assumptions behind the micro- and macro-stories about voter competence also have been challenged. The optimists supposed that voters independently and fairly assess whatever new information they acquire and attribute policies and policy results to the proper politicians or institutions. But party identification affects voters’ perceptions of the facts. For instance, many voters of both parties got the answer wrong when asked whether the budget deficit increased or decreased during Bill Clinton’s eight years in office (it decreased a lot) but there was a systematic partisan difference, with 52% of Republicans thinking it increased, compared with 32% of

56 Bartels, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined..
57 That is, he showed that a low-information voters with given demographic traits (class, race, religion, etc.) voted differently from high-information voters with the same demographic traits.
Democrats. The same thing in reverse was true for evidence of reduced unemployment and inflation under Reagan. Further, shocks to partisan affiliation affect issue stances, with voters who became Democrats after Watergate becoming more liberal across a range of issues. Rather than adding information neutrally to running tallies, voters conform their beliefs to their partisan identification. They have, as Green and his co-authors put it, “partisan hearts and minds.”

They are also shortsighted. Presidents facing reelection are assessed largely on income growth during the election year (and to a lesser degree on income growth during the year before the election year) and not at all on income growth in the first two years of a Presidency. Some discounting of the early part of Presidential term may be warranted, but failing to take it into account at all is myopic.

Finally, voters often lack the basic information about institutional responsibility and political control required for running-tally decisionmaking. Polls taken before the 2002 election revealed that only about a third to a half of all Americans knew that Republicans controlled the House of Representatives. And knowledge of party control without knowledge of responsibilities isn’t much help—it could result (for example) in voters blaming the President for unemployment caused by the Federal Reserve. When voters credit or blame politicians for events beyond their control, both individual and aggregate running tallies become pointlessly volatile.

Using a variety of natural experiments, political scientists and economists have demonstrated that people lay credit or place blame on elected officials for all sorts of exogenous events. Voters in oil-producing states give Governors credit for increases in the world price of oil, even though there is no plausible argument that gubernatorial policies affect the global oil market. State-level incumbents generally benefit from national
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61 Id.

62 Id. at 29-31.


64 For instance, polls taken before the 2002 election revealed that only about a third to a half of all Americans knew that Republicans controlled the House of Representatives. Somin, Political Ignorance, supra note 2, at 1308, 1313.

65 Delli Carpini & Keeter, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., at 69-71 (finding that voters lack much knowledge about legislative and political processes).

economic booms. Conversely, incumbents pay a price for such random adversities as shark attacks, floods, and tornadoes. But they do get a significant boost when the home team wins the college football game the Saturday before an election.

Yet a closer look at these studies reveals that voters are less hapless than they first appear. Voters give state politicians less credit for national and international booms than local ones; and voters “show partial success in not attributing blame for economic downturns to governors during national recessions.” As Justin Wolfers notes, this makes voters “[a]rguably…as successful at this task as corporate boards are when setting CEO compensation.” Following floods, voters are highly sensitive to the success of relief efforts, with incumbents faring far better when they respond well to the crisis. Voters reward disaster relief spending on tornados, with strong responses leaving politicians better off than if no tornado had occurred.

Even the overwhelming recent polarization of political parties has been given a soft rationalist spin. In his recent book, The Disappearing Center, Alan Abramowitz argued that, although most citizens are centrist in their beliefs, most engaged voters are not, and political leaders are responsive to the engaged part of the electorate. The increased polarization among regular voters reflects a greater correlation between education and political participation; educated voters are more likely to have ideologically coherent preferences. Meanwhile, the emergence of stark party-based differences in
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72 Wolfers, supra note 66, at 3.
73 Id. at 1.
74 Cole et al., supra note 69, at 3.
75 Andrew J. Healy & Neil Malhotra. Myopic Voters and Natural Disaster Policy, 103 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 387 (2009). This has its own pathologies, however, as voters reward disaster relief spending, but not spending on disaster prevention.
77 Id. at 120-27.
candidate positioning has increased turnout and made voting decisions easier (as predicted by the RPG scholars). Far from being a sign of irrationality, polarization per Abramowitz is both a consequence and a cause of increased voter rationality.

The latter point is backed up by Richard Lau and David Redlawsk's work on “correct voting” in presidential elections. Lau and Redlawsk use experimental and econometric techniques for determining whether stated voter preferences about issues match voter preferences about candidates. They code a candidate preference as incorrect when it contradicts the voter’s issue preferences. Voters frequently support the wrong candidate, as many as 49% in some Presidential years. However, the last election in Lau and Redlawsk’s study—heavily polarized 2004—was the best ever for correct voting, suggesting that clear choices can help voters overcome their ignorance.

Who has gotten the better of the debate between running-tally and macropartisanship scholars and their critics is still somewhat in question, but a middle ground seems to be emerging. Some recent work suggests that voters’ partisanship tracks their (prior) policy preferences on the issues most salient to them, whereas party ID determines policy preferences on low-salience issues. The American Voter Revisited, a recent volume dedicated to the original authors, suggests that the “unmoved mover” theory of partisan identification misses something, although partisan identification is still quite sticky. Fiorina has joked, “[T]he debate has struck me as reminiscent of the classic anecdote, the punchline of which is ‘Madame, we are only quibbling about the price…. [E]ven if 1980-ish statistical estimates of the responsiveness of individual-level party ID ultimately prove to be too high, the 1990s critiques fall short of convincing me that party ID is an unmoved mover…. Party ID may move slowly, but it moves.”

78 Id. at 158-60.
80 Andersen et al., supra note 79, at 401.
81 Id. They find an on-going correlation between candidates’ distinctness from one another and “correct” voting. Id. at 407. See also David R. Jones, Partisan Polarization and Congressional Accountability in House Elections, 54 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 323 (2010) (finding that party polarization is correlated with retrospective voting in Congressional elections).
84 Fiorina, Parties and Partisanship, supra note 40, at 98-99. See also Bartels, supra note 5, at 194 (finding that aggregation reduces but does not eliminate deviations of actual vote from fully informed vote).
Without resolving this internecine battle, we can draw a few lessons. Voters make mistakes, both individually and in the aggregate. They overrate the importance of recent periods, give politicians credit for the wrong things, view facts through a partisan lens, and have some simply outlandish opinions. However, the electorate is nonetheless capable of providing useful feedback when armed with clear party labels (and perhaps other heuristics) that are consistent over time and available at the moment of decision. Equipped with good tools, the electorate looks responsive if human in its failings. This makes sense when you consider how candidates and parties behave, generally treating the electorate like it is a reasoning body, but also feeding its rationalizing (and just strange) sides.

E. So What?

The political science of voter ignorance has engendered two kinds of normative claims or projects. One consists of lamentations or celebrations of how well democracy works. The other takes the form of prescriptions to minimize the continued significance of ordinary elections through sweeping constitutional reforms or heroic voter education projects. The common theme in all these works is that the authors, groping for alternatives to the status quo, spend little time examining where elections work comparatively well or poorly under the status quo.

Judgments about “whether democracy works,” given what voters know, are both irreducibly normative and hard to make. The political science literature does, however, enable one to form reasonable conjectures about which elections are likely to work relatively well or comparatively poorly. (Like many political scientists, we treat elections as performing well insofar they yield outcomes that resemble those that would have resulted in a world of high-information, policy-and-performance minded voters.) Once one sees the variation across elections and its likely causes, it becomes possible to identify small-bore policy reforms that show promise for improving the
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85 The importance of printing the label on the ballot itself—making it available to low-information voters at the moment of decision—becomes clear when one examines the performance of nonpartisan elections. See infra Part II.A.1.

86 Contrast the happy optimism of The Macro Polity with Larry Bartels’ finding that U.S. Senators are completely unresponsive to the issue preferences of their poor constituents. See UNEQUAL DEMOCRACY, supra note 63, at 101-15.

87 Exemplars include Ilya Somin’s fascinating series of arguments for smaller federal government and aggressive judicial enforcement of rights with little concern for the “countermajoritarian difficulty” and Ethan Leib’s proposal for a new “popular branch” of government modeled on the jury. ETHAN J. LEIB, DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA: A PROPOSAL FOR A POPULAR BRANCH OF GOVERNMENT (2004); Somin, Political Ignorance, supra note2, Ilya Somin & Neal Devins, Can We Make the Constitution More Democratic, 55 DRAKE L. REV. 971 (2007).

88 See, e.g., BRUCE ACKERMAN & JAMES S. FISHKIN, DELIBERATION DAY (2002).
performance of those elections most at risk of going awry due to voter ignorance. This is the argument we develop in Parts II and III of this Article. Our central contention is that law plays a tremendously important role in determining whether everyday elections perform ordinarily well. This point has largely escaped the notice of political scientists and law professors alike.

II. ELECTIONS AT RISK

The last Part surveyed the debate over how (and how well) voters make decisions without much specific knowledge about policies and politics. As we saw, there is much disagreement about how voters behave, how they process information, and the extent to which heuristics, like party labels on the ballot, enable voters to reliably translate their observations into electoral feedback. But the canonical works have one important commonality: they focus on national politics and elections. The circumstances of national elections are comparatively propitious for informed voting. In national elections, voters have party labels on the ballot that correspond to the main ideological divisions within the electorate, that are associated with high-profile figures like the President, and that are reasonably consistent over time. Elections that will determine the presidency or control of Congress also receive relatively intense media coverage. And candidates and outside groups spend huge sums of money to get their messages across. All of these factors help voters to link their policy preferences and their observations of the world around them to the choices they make in the voting booth.

This Part shows that the prospects for aggregate voter competence in many other American elections are far worse. We will argue, moreover, that these elections suffer in part due to the choices states have made in regulating the electoral process. Voter competence is endogenous to election law.
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89 See generally ABRAMOWITZ, supra note 76, at 84-120.
90 See, e.g., Martin Kaplan, Ken Goldstein & Matthew Hale, Local News Coverage of the 2004 Campaigns: An Analysis of Nightly Broadcasts in 11 Markets 10-11, 29 (Lear Center Local News Archive Report, 2005), http://www.localnewsarchive.org/pdf/LCLNAFinal2004.pdf (finding, in study of local television coverage in 2004, that 61% of campaign stories were devoted to the Presidential race, while about 1% were devoted to state legislative races). Media coverage affects the extent of voter ignorance. See Christopher Berry & William Howell, Accountability and Local Elections: Rethinking Retrospective Voting, 69 J. Pol., 844, 844 (2007) (finding that voters in school board elections took student performance metrics into account when they were heavily covered in the media, but not when media coverage had died down).
91 Total spending in the 2008 election was more than $3 billion. Editorial: Letting Big Money In, Phil. Inq. November 8, 2009 at C4.
Informing Consent

This is so because election law influences both the availability and the quality of party cues. Some elections are required by law to be “unlabeled,” i.e., conducted without political party designations on the ballot, and as Part II.A explains, the available evidence suggests that these elections work poorly. Initiative and referendum elections, most local government elections, and primary elections fall into this category.

In other elections parties are present but dysfunctional, either because they are substantively “mismatched” to the issue space and electorate for the government in question, because Bayesian voters do not see the party brands in terms of their local content, or because an imbalance of Michigan types essentially predetermines which party will control the government. These problems seem to plague some state and many local government elections. Though they are not at first glance legal problems, we will argue that law has considerable potential to exacerbate or ameliorate them.

A. Elections Without Party Brands: Nonpartisan, Primary, and Direct Democracy Elections

Political scientists have studied the performance of nonpartisan elections, primary elections, and ballot-initiative and referendum elections. What they have found largely confirms the hypothesis that party cues play an absolutely central role in enabling citizens to choose ideologically congenial candidates, and to hold the government accountable for performance.

1. Nonpartisan Elections

The laws governing many state and local elections bar any reference to political parties on the ballot. Nearly 70% of American cities have nonpartisan elections, as do almost all other local governing bodies, like school boards. A majority of judicial elections are nonpartisan, and a number of other state officials around the country are elected on a formally nonpartisan basis, ranging from the entirety of the unicameral Nebraska legislature to the California State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Virtually everything we know about these races indicates that voters are harmed by the lack of relevant party information. Turnout is lower in

nonpartisan elections, and incumbents are stronger, suggesting that informed voting is costly and voters rely more on name recognition and familiarity when denied information about party. Voters deprived of easy access to partisan cues also give much more weight to candidates’ race, ethnicity, religion and social status. Voters in formally nonpartisan elections do respond to evidence of candidates’ party membership—if they find out about it. For example, if voters learn which Governor appointed a judge facing a retention election, that signal of partisanship becomes the only variable that has a discernable effect on the election. Local political party organizations in some cities make and disseminate candidate endorsements, but many voters don’t hear the message. Minority parties consistently outperform in nonpartisan elections, garnering more votes than would be expected based on the fraction of the electorate that identifies with the party. This is the predictable consequence of holding elections under circumstances in which a large fraction of voters are likely to make the wrong choice relative to their underlying preferences.

The correlation between what candidates say when running for office and how they vote if elected is also weaker in the case of legislatures elected on a nonpartisan basis. “Nonpartisan” legislators don’t act as if they were worried about ideological challengers who might hold their feet to the fire, which is no surprise given the powerful incumbency advantage in nonpartisan elections.

Nonpartisan elections also hinder retrospective voting because they obscure the identity of the dominant coalition (if there is one) in the
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96 Id. at 579 (comparing partisan and nonpartisan elections for statewide office); Brain Schaffner, Matthew Streb & Gerald Wright, Teams Without Uniforms: The Nonpartisan Ballot in State and Local Elections, 54 POL. RESEARCH Q. 7-25 (2001) (finding in legislative races that in most cases turnout falls and in all cases the effect of incumbency increases).


98 Squire & Smith, supra note 97, at 177. See also Cindy D. Kam, Implicit Attitudes, Explicit Choices: When Subliminal Priming Predicts Candidate Preference, 29 POL. BEHAV. 343, 344-45 (2007) (reporting experimental results showing that introduction of party cue into judicial retention elections negates the effect of implicit and explicit racial biases on vote choice).


100 Wright & Schaffner, supra note 95, at 375-77.
legislative body, and because they deprive voters of a simple, ballot-based indicator of whether a given candidate would join the dominant coalition or work against it. As two leading researchers put it: “nonpartisan elections effectively break the policy linkage between citizens and their representatives....”

Seth Masket’s penetrating study of California legislative elections during the era of “cross filing” well-illustrates the problem. From 1910-1952, California permitted candidates to seek the nomination of more than one political party, and did not require candidates to list their party affiliation on the primary ballot. Incumbent legislators regularly sought, and won, the nomination of both political parties. The legislature during this era was unproductive and corrupt. Powerful, well-organized interests such as liquor distributors were well served, but broad ideological visions left no mark on policy. Disappointed by the legislature’s failure to adopt progressive, New Deal policies, unions eventually turned to the ballot initiative to force candidates’ party affiliation to be printed on the primary ballot. This seemingly trivial reform had sweeping consequences. Primary voters quit nominating other-party incumbents. Lawmakers started facing general election competition. And the California legislature soon looked, and behaved, like a normal legislature organized on party lines.

What is striking about Masket’s story is not only that legislative indolence and graft flourished in the absence of party-enabled retrospective accountability, but also that the mass electorate was unable to figure out the most rudimentary indicator of even incumbents’ ideological orientation—their party affiliation—until it was printed on the ballot.

2. Primary Elections

Although cross-filing is not to our knowledge permitted in any state today, the problem of voter ignorance in primary elections remains. The standard primary election is just a nonpartisan election conducted with party-based restrictions on who may participate as a candidate or voter. The exclusion of other-party candidates suffices to avoid the farce that was California during the era of cross-filing, but it does not help voters to make an informed choice among candidates willing to affiliate with the party. And the available evidence suggests that primary elections are at best a weak mechanism for selecting candidates who are proximate to the median.
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101 Id. at 377.
103 To be sure, cross-filing had the effect of depriving party brands of much of their ideological content. But the brands clearly retained some ideological content, as evidenced by the changes that followed the reintroduction of party labels.
Much of what is known about primaries owes to research on congressional elections, where voters are likely to be better informed than in state or local primaries. Even so, the results cast serious doubt on the idea that primaries are meaningful vehicles for representing eligible voters’ policy preferences. A massive survey of the ideological position of House candidates from 1874 to 1996 concluded that virtually all candidate positioning was determined by the national parties, “moderating very little to accommodate local ideological conditions.” Other empirical work suggests primary competition does not much affect the propensity of Members of Congress to take extreme positions, i.e., to placate their base. And the form of the primary is not very consequential. Despite the conventional wisdom of the cognoscenti, there is little evidence that using open primaries (in which independents may vote) or closed primaries (which limit participation to party members) has any consistent effect on legislator behavior.

Although there is some evidence that goes the other way, particularly as to congressional districts whose boundaries correspond to major media markets, most research shows that the partisan makeup of
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104 Whether primaries are better for selecting candidates than the familiar alternatives—e.g., caucuses, smoke-filled backrooms—is a separate question and one we do not address. We only mean to suggest that primaries do not do much to bring candidate positioning or official performance in line with median party member preferences. This is a point that has important implications for legal academics’ long-running debate over bipartisan gerrymandering. See Elmendorf & Schleicher, supra note 6.

105 Notably, there has also been a substantial decline over the last 70 or so years in the number of primaries in seats featuring incumbents in both the Senate and the House. Stephen Ansolabehere, John Mark Hansen, Shigeo Hirano & James M. Snyder, More Democracy: The Direct Primary and Competition in U.S. Elections, 24 STUDIES IN AM. POL. DEV. 190, 196-99 (2010).

106 Stephen Ansolabehere & James M. Snyder, Candidate Positioning in U.S. House Elections, 45 AM. J. POL. SCI. 136, 136 (2001). In periods where the party system is less strong, candidates take ideological positions that fit their districts to a greater degree. Id.


109 See, e.g., David W. Brady, Hahrie Han & Jeremy C. Pope, Primary Elections and Candidate Ideology: Out of Step with the Primary Electorate?, 32 LEG. STUD. Q. 79 (2007) (showing, in study of U.S. House of Representative primary and general elections from 1958-1998, that primary electorates favor more ideologically extreme candidates than the general-election electorate, and that candidates generally respond by positioning themselves closer to the primary electorate median); Marty Cohen, Hans Noel & John R. Zaller, Without a Watchdog: The Effect of Local News on Political Polarization in Congress (Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, 2004) (showing that effect of district partisanship on MC ideological position is strongly conditioned by
a district has only a weak effect on the ideological voting patterns of representatives, beyond determining which party wins the seat.

In keeping with this finding, the authors of a painstaking study of the content of House primary campaigns since 1970 discovered that a huge majority of (increasingly rare) primary challenges to incumbents had no ideological content at all. They centered instead on ethical or corruption scandals, the age of the incumbent, ethnic or geographic conflict inside a district, or redistricting.

Even when ideological competition occurs, there is little reason to expect it to yield a nominee who represents the preferences of most members of the party. There is a long-standing belief (although a disputed one) among political scientists that primary electorates are more extreme than ordinary party members, providing an advantage to more radical candidates. However, to the extent it is true, this effect simply illustrates a larger phenomenon inside primaries – whoever can get organized and get voters to the polls wins. Masket has shown that candidates promoted by strong in-party interest groups and factions dominate primary elections. Some of these groups are ideological, like the Lincoln Club, a group of conservative Republicans in Orange County who organize to elect the most conservative candidate possible in each district; others are more personal machines, like the Allatorre-Torres machine on the Eastside of Los Angeles or Maxine Waters’ organization in South Los Angeles. In either case, it is their organizational muscle rather than their appeal to average voters in the district that counts.

The failures of primary elections are due to the fact that ordinary party members lack the tools—specifically on-ballot heuristic guides to candidates’ issue stances and the performance of party factions—to turn primary elections into meaningful instances of democratic control. Where primary elections constitute the only check on government performance (i.e., in one-party cities and states), accountability and responsiveness will
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newspaper coverage, and, somewhat more weakly, by congruence between congressional district shape and local media markets); Kathleen Bawn, Marty Cohen, David Karol, Seth Masket, Hans Noel & John Zaller, A Theory of Political Parties 52-53 (working paper, Oct. 6, 2005), http://www9.georgetown.edu/faculty/hcn4/Downloads/ToP%20October%205.pdf (showing that media-market congruence has a substantial effect on probability that moderate congresspersons will be defeated in primary election).


111 See V.O. Key, AMERICAN STATE POLITICS: AN INTRODUCTION 153 (1956) (arguing that primary electorates are more ideologically extreme than party members generally). But see Austin Ranney, The Representativeness of Primary Electorates, 12 MIDWEST J. POL. SCI. 224, 224 (1968) (challenging this view).

112 Masket, supra note 102, at 8-10.

113 Id. at 116-29.
suffer.

3. Direct Democracy Elections

Initiative and referendum elections pose extraordinary challenges for ordinary voters. In nonpartisan representative elections, citizens deprived of the party label may rely instead on character judgments, or on the candidates’ position-taking with respect to a small number of policies about which the voter has well-formed beliefs, or on the candidates’ social-group or religious identities. Not so in initiative and referendum elections, where the choice to be made is whether to enact a law (which may address anything under the sun) rather than to elect a person. Worse, initiative voters are asked to make these choices in an environment that discourages attention to tradeoffs and policy alternatives.

Worries about voter competence in direct democracy are longstanding. In the late 1990s, however, some political scientists developed a revisionist and more optimistic outlook. The optimists’ story draws on several lines of research. One, on the logic and practice of voting based on interest-group cues, establishes that credible cues can in theory substitute for a detailed understanding of policy; that voters self-report following elite cues; and that the patterns of self-reported cue usage make sense given respondents’ stated party affiliations (e.g., Democrats follow labor cues, and Republicans follow anti-tax cues). The second line of research consists of case studies of prominent initiative and referendum elections. The most famous of these studies, which investigated voter support for five competing auto-insurance reforms, showed that citizens who knew insurance industry positions but lacked detailed factual knowledge about the measures voted similarly to citizens who possessed
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114 This section will focus on the problems voters face in discrete initiative and referendum elections. However, the indirect effects of direct democracy on the utility of the party cue in representative elections also may be significant and adverse: the more law gets made outside of the legislative arena, the less it makes sense to blame the then-dominant party in the elected branches for outcomes one does not like. Direct democracy also gives interest groups more power over the agenda in candidate elections. See Stephen P. Nicholson, Voting the Agenda: Candidates, Elections, and Ballot Propositions 68-71 (2005).


117 See notes 42 and accompanying text.
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The third line of research looks at the correspondence between state policy as a whole and median voter preferences. An influential paper by John Matsusaka provided evidence that states with the ballot initiative come closer to the median voter’s fiscal preferences than states without it.\(^\text{122}\)

Further research has, however, cast considerable doubt on the revisionists’ optimism. The question of whether policy is more or less congruent with public opinion in initiative states has become the subject of a running empirical debate.\(^\text{123}\) The most recent and methodologically sophisticated investigation found that initiative states performed no better than non-initiative states with respect to thirty-nine policies across eight issue areas.\(^\text{124}\)

Other research questions ordinary voters’ ability to make sensible choices based on simple cues in initiative elections. Voters may follow unreliable cues,\(^\text{125}\) and ignore probative cues.\(^\text{126}\) More basically, voters may be unaware of cue-givers positions, or of the basis for trusting or discounting them.

As Thad Kousser and Mat McCubbins argue, the costs of getting a measure on the ballot skew the direct-democracy agenda toward policies that would yield concentrated benefits for a narrow segment of the population and diffuse costs for everyone else.\(^\text{127}\) Such measures do not induce the well-organized, well-funded opposition campaigns needed to disseminate and explain cues that counsel against a “yes” vote.\(^\text{128}\)

\(^{121}\) Lupia, supra note 118, at 63, 72.


\(^{124}\) Id. at 7.

\(^{125}\) Cheryl Boudreau, for instance, has shown that experimental subjects will rely on unreliable opinion polls even when concurrently exposed to a cue-giver whom participants know to have the right answer and an incentive to reveal it. Boudreau, The Market for Political Information: How the Consumption of Information Affects Citizens’ Decisions 22-25 (working paper, Jan. 17, 2011) http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1742556.

\(^{126}\) Craig Burnett, Elizabeth Garrett and Mathew McCubbins studied a ballot proposition about renewable energy and found no meaningful differences in voting patterns between voters who knew the details of the measure itself, voters who knew the electricity industry’s position, and ignorant voters. Burnett, Garrett, & McCubbins, The Dilemma of Direct Democracy, 9 ELECTION LAW J. 305 (2010). See also Craig Burnett & Mat McCubbins, Informed Democracy? How Voter Knowledge of Initiatives Influences Consistent Voting (working paper, 2010) (finding low levels of cue knowledge, and little evidence of such knowledge affecting vote choice, in other ballot-initiative election).

\(^{127}\) Kousser & McCubbins, supra note 115, at 951-57.

\(^{128}\) To be sure, there is considerable evidence that public opinion does coalesce in a sensibly structured fashion during the course of well-funded campaigns over high-stakes
healthy partisan elections, where the critical cues are provided on the ballot, linked to the governing coalition’s performance, reasonably consistent over time, and endowed with meaning by campaigning on both sides.) The ballot initiatives most studied by academics addressed hotly contested subjects like Prohibition and term limits. But these elections, which featured robust campaigns and intense media coverage, are unrepresentative of the universe of ballot initiatives.

In ordinary proposition elections, most voters seem to rely heavily on the description of the measure on the ballot proper—and perhaps little else. If the description suggests that the measure will move policy in the direction the voter favors, she supports it; if not, she votes no. To the extent that vote choice in initiative and referendum elections depends on the measure’s description on the ballot itself, we should be very worried indeed. The ballot description is often drafted by a less-than-impartial elected official. Misleading descriptions can have large effects on vote choice, even among voters who receive probative cues.

The very complexity of ballot language can also foil the ordinary voter. A study of 1200 state-level ballot propositions found that the average ballot question’s complexity placed it beyond the reach of a mere college graduate, and unlikely to be fully understood by more than 25% of Americans.

The bottom line is that a large swath of the electorate in typical ballot measures. This is evident from studies of term limits and redistricting reform, which show voters to be responsive to the positions taken by their parties. See Bowler & Donovan, supra note 116, at 129-46; Caroline J. Tolbert, Daniel A. Smith & John C. Green, Strategic Voting and Legislative Redistricting Reform: District and Statewide Representational Winners and Losers, 62 Pol. Research Q. 92, 92 (2009).
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129 See for example Bowler & Donovan’s widely cited book, Demanding Choices, supra note 116.

130 See, e.g., Garrett et al., supra note 126 (finding no meaningful differences in support for renewable energy measure across high-information voters, cue-knowing voters, and other voters; across all three groups, there was overwhelming support for the measure among voters who said they “supported renewable energy even if electricity rates may rise,” and overwhelming opposition among those who disagreed); Craig M. Burnett & Vladimir Kogan, The Case of the Stolen Initiative: Were the Voters Framed? (working paper, September 10, 2010), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1643448 (using survey experiments to demonstrate effect on public support of ballot-measure wording). Cf. Bowler & Donovan, supra note 116, at 55-59 (finding that self-interest had a much more powerful effect on respondents’ position on a school voucher ballot initiative when respondents were provided with the proposition’s ballot description and name, rather than the name alone).


132 Burnett & Kogan, supra note 130.

initiative and referendum elections brings little policy or cue-based knowledge to bear on their choice. They glean what information they can from the ballot itself, and then take a stab at the question presented. Yet the ballot does little to help voters to learn whether a measure that “seems like a good idea,” per its description on the ballot, actually is a good idea relative to the voter’s values.

B. Elections With Dysfunctional Party Brands: Mismatch and Michigan Problems in State and Local Elections

Though nonpartisan elections have problems, the simple corrective of adding party labels to the ballot is not a miracle cure. This section explains why the party-labeled ballot is often a less effective device for securing representative and accountable government at the state and local level than at the national level, for reasons that relate to—but go well beyond—voters’ relative lack of attention to lower levels of government. Ironically, the party cue tends to be least reliable in lower profile elections, where voters are most likely to be lost at sea without it. (The principal alternative to electoral accountability at the subnational level—exit, or “voting with one’s feet”—is a costly substitute.)

134 Many voters say that they also review the official ballot pamphlet, especially for evidence of elite endorsements, see BOWLER & DONOVAN, DEMANDING, supra note 116, at 55-59. But survey respondents likely exaggerate their use of this resource, just as they exaggerate voting.

135 This section extends and supplements the theory of mismatch first presented in Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, a 447-65 and Schleicher, What If, supra note 2, at 139-48. Among other things, we provide new foundations in behavioral research on voting and partisanship, and new evidence concerning election and policy outcomes.

136 First, at the individual level, there are high transactions costs to picking up and moving in the face of bad governmental policies, particularly for people who have made substantial location-specific investments in their homes, workplaces, and social and professional networks. Second, when people choose where to locate based on local governmental policies, this distorts land markets and agglomeration economies, as it disturbs which individuals and businesses co-locate. See David Schleicher, The City as a Law and Economic Subject, 2010 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1507, 1540-45 (2010). Finally, the substantial agglomeration economies (or strong preferences for locating near certain combinations of individuals and firms) we see in big cities also reduce the efficiency of sorting and exit as a producer of responsiveness and accountability in local government. Id. at 1535-40. As a result, exit produces a much weaker constraint on big city politics — the subject of our study of local elections — than it does on smaller local governments. See David Schleicher, I Would But I Need the Eggs: Why Political Corruption Does Not Cause Exit From Big American Cities and Why Political Competition Fails to Check Local Corruption, 42 Loy. U. Chi. L. Rev. 277, 279-84 (2010). As such, improving local elections is important despite the ability of individuals to relocate.

In a related vein, it has also been argued, most prominently by Paul Peterson, that the threat of exit by residents and businesses explains the lack of meaningful partisan competition in big city elections. The prospect of capital and resident flight is said to render
In federal systems like ours with first-past-the-post elections, there usually are two major parties, each of which wins a roughly equal share of the vote in national elections. However, the voters who favor each party in national elections may be distributed very unevenly across the country. In a world of highly informed voters and flexible parties, the clustering of citizens by national-party ID would not interfere with the normal workings of partisan competition with respect to state and local governments. If a state or municipality had a median voter to the right of the national median, for example, ordinary Downsian theory predicts that the national center-left party would develop a more conservative sub-brand specific to elections for local offices, tailored to the subnational government’s median voter. About half of the voters, upon seeing that the formerly uncompetitive party now takes issues stances they prefer to its opponent, would support it. No level of government should suffer from uncompetitive elections for very long.

This, however, is just a theory. In fact, as we will show below, the party that wins national elections in a state or locality frequently dominates subnational elections in the same jurisdiction with little change in voting patterns based on local or state factors. Voters’ preferences about President Obama, for instance, seem to be translated directly into their votes for dog catcher, or city council, or state senator; the actual performance of party-affiliated officials at the subnational level does not seem to matter.

Whether the enormous potential of partisan elections for securing responsive, accountable government is realized depends on three conditions, which state and local elections often do not satisfy. First, the ideological signal conveyed by the major-party brands—what the brands signify about the policy positions of party-labeled candidates—must be well calibrated to the issue-space and the electorate of the government in question. We will call a failure of this condition party-brand mismatch. Second, voters must see and respond to the jurisdiction-specific content of the brand, rather than understanding the brand purely or primarily in terms of events elsewhere. When voters instead understand local party brands primarily in terms of local governments incapable of redistribution, and the types of issues that local governments commonly engage—what Peterson calls "developmental" and "allocational" policies—allegedly cannot give rise to partisan conflict. However, city governments do in fact enact redistributive policies; they are able to do so because of the stickiness of urban agglomerations. See Clayton P. Gillette, Local Redistribution and Local Democracy: Interest Groups and the Courts 50-70, 98-105 (2011). And partisan cleavages certainly can form around developmental and allocational issues, as is clear from national politics (e.g., environmental and education policy) and from the ideological competition we see in high profile mayoral races over issues like policing, schools and development. Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, 430-37. In smaller places, local issues may be easier to understand than national ones but, in big cities, policy issues are effectively as complicated and distant from voters as national issues are.

137 This is a function of "Duverger's Law" and the median voter theorem. See Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 428-30.
position-taking or performance by the party at another level, we will say that there is *perceptual mismatch*. Third, Michigan voters in the jurisdiction—people whose partisanship is affective rather than informational—must affiliate with each party in roughly equal numbers.\(^{138}\) We will call a failure of this condition *Michigan voter imbalance*. These problems are related, but for expositional clarity, we will treat them separately.

1. **The Problems Defined**

Before digging into evidence, let us first define the problems more precisely and explain how they are likely to interfere with representation and accountability in federal systems.

**Party-Brand Mismatch.** The potential of party labels to improve voter competence depends on their substantive calibration to the issue-space and electorate of the government to be elected. In a two-party system, party labels are well calibrated insofar as the issue positions embedded in each major-party label (1) differentiate the parties with respect to the issue-space; (2) track latent preference correlations across issues within the electorate, such that most policy-minded voters, given full information, would have no trouble saying which party’s agenda they prefer; and (3) divide the electorate more or less evenly, such that the number of eligible voters who prefer one party’s positions roughly equals the number who prefer the other party’s positions.\(^{139}\) In subnational elections, these conditions frequently are not met.

A few examples will make these abstractions and their relevance for competent voting easier to grasp.

Imagine that half of the Democratic candidates running for city council favor and half oppose a community policing initiative; Republican candidates are similarly divided. On this issue, the party labels fail to differentiate the parties. To the extent that this occurs, the labeling of candidates with party brands will not enable voters to infer candidates’ likely positions and to vote accordingly.

Now imagine that most voters who support community policing also favor a “look the other way” approach to nonviolent drug offenses. If the parties were to bifurcate on community policing and drug policy, but the Democrats favored community policing while the Republicans tolerated nonviolent drug offenses, we would have the second type of mismatched

---

\(^{138}\) Of course, one could say that party cues “function optimally” when there is no Michigan vote at all. But affective partisanship is a reality, so the most one can realistically hope for is that the Michigan vote will be self-neutralizing with respect to party control of the government.

\(^{139}\) This assumes a two-party system, rather than a multi-party regime with proportional representation.
brand: differentiation would have occurred, but not in a manner that helps voters decide which party to support because the bundling of positions into party platforms goes against the grain of preference correlations within the electorate.

The third variety of party-brand mismatch would arise if one party took systematically extreme positions relative to the median voter in the electorate (for example, fiscal policy positions that appeal only to voters on the far left) and the other party positioned itself to appeal to all of the moderates. Here party labels would differentiate candidates cleanly but not usefully for the purpose of elections that properly determine the balance of power in government, i.e., legislative elections in districts whose median voter is ideologically similar to the median voter in the polity. If one party holds vastly more appeal for centrist voters than the other, the former party will have a lock on what should be “swing districts,” and by extension on control of the government. The only elections that will matter are the dominant party’s primaries, and as we have seen, primary elections are weak instruments of popular control.  

Perceptual Mismatch. For a low-information electorate to perform reasonably well, it is not enough that voters be provided with party-labeled ballots, and that the labels be ideologically calibrated to the issue-space and electorate for the government in question. Voters in the aggregate must also see and respond to the labels’ government-specific content. If voters do not know what the party labels signify about candidate positions on local policy disputes, policy-minded voters will not be able to use the labels as shortcuts. Similarly, if voters cannot determine (or have biased perceptions about) whether local, state or national officials are responsible for certain policies or conditions, voters’ "running tally" evaluations of local (and national) party brands will be off.

Citizens who do not see the local content of major-party brands are likely to rely on their national party preferences when voting. This is rational when there is a positive (even if weak) correlation between local candidates’ national party affiliation and local candidates’ support for local policies the voter favors.  

---

\(^{140}\) See Section III(A)(2).

\(^{141}\) To be sure, even for voters who do observe the doings of local party-affiliated officials, it is probably rational to put some weight on the doings of national officials when judging the local content of the party brand. The latter observations are not altogether irrelevant to the question of what local officials are likely to do with respect to issues found on both the local and the national policy agenda. But if party cues are ever to realize their potential as sources of prospective guidance and enablers of retrospective accountability in subnational jurisdictions whose median voter is unlike the national median, subnational electorates must be capable of seeing and responding to subnational party cues primarily in terms of the doings of party officials at the level of government in question.
Michigan Voter Imbalance. The existence of "Michigan voters" — affective partisans whose voting decisions reflect their cultural ties to a political party rather than the parties’ positions and performance — should not much impede representation and accountability if the number of Michigan voters affiliated with each party is roughly equal. Though individual seats may be essentially pre-assigned to one party or the other by a local predominance of affective Democrats or Republicans, the partisan balance of power in the legislative chamber will generally be determined by Bayesian updaters because Michigan types will cancel each other out. This may be a fair approximation of how national politics works.

But in subnational jurisdictions that are more Democratic or Republican than the nation as a whole, the locally dominant party by national ID will probably enjoy a “Michigan bonus.” To illustrate, imagine an electorate divided 50:50 between pure Michigan voters and pure Bayesians, and 60:40 between Democrats and Republicans. If there is an even distribution of Michigan types across parties, the Democrats will be guaranteed 30% of the vote in each election (to the Republicans’ 20%), and the Republicans will need to win the “votes in play”—the votes of people responsive to information—by a landslide 60:40 margin in order to make the outcome a tossup. The Democrats, understanding this, will not be too concerned about losing median-Bayesian-voter support. The Michigan voter imbalance gives them a lot of slack.

We will have more to say in a moment about the probable causes of party-brand mismatch, perceptual mismatch, and Michigan imbalances. But it will be helpful first to survey the evidence of how state- and local-government elections in fact perform. What evidence we have indicates that they perform poorly, in ways that are suggestive of each of these problems.

2. Empirical Findings
   a. Evidence from Municipal Elections

   If national political parties successfully rebranded vis-à-vis the issue-space and local electorate in municipal elections—and if voters correctly perceived the parties’ local brands and voted accordingly—then one would expect to see robust partisan competition in municipal elections, with neither party enjoying long runs of dominance on city councils. There should also be consistent policy changes whenever control of the mayoralty switches from one party to the other. Yet in big city elections, as one of us has elsewhere noted, we observe nothing of the sort.142

   Most big American cities support Democratic candidates for President by huge ratios, and vote shares in city council races closely track the

---

142 Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 419-20.
presidential balloting. City councils have been dominated by one party
not for the decade-long spans common in national and state legislatures, but
for spans of a half-century or more. The only big-city councils subject to
oscillating party control are found in cities whose electorates are pretty
evenly divided in terms of national-party identification.

The election of more candidates of a given political party, which at the
national level changes the direction of public policy, does not have similarly
consistent effects at the local level. In a study of close mayoral races in
Pennsylvania, Fernando Ferriera and Joseph Gyourko found no effect of
Democratic (as opposed to Republican) control on the size of local
government, the allocation of local spending, or crime rates. This is direct
evidence that the parties do not have well-developed and differentiated local
brands.

In summary, local elections appear to suffer substantially from
mismatch in party brands and in perceptions. The major-party brands
contain little meaning specific to local governments. Voters, discerning
little meaning, simply use their preferences about national politics when
voting at the local level.

b. Evidence from State-Level Elections

While local elections have all the indicia of mismatch, the evidence
from state elections is a bit more complicated. Voting patterns and policy
outputs speak to substantial mismatch in branding and/or perceptions. But
new research suggests that state parties do try to rebrand themselves in the
direction of the state’s median voter. However, state electorates seem fairly
unresponsive to these rebranding efforts. Consider the following:

Within-State Competitiveness Across Levels of Government. If the
major parties had well tailored, state-level brands—and if state electorates
discerned and responded to those brands—then there should be greater
within state partisan competitiveness, on average, in elections for state than
for national office. To see this, imagine a very liberal state. Few
congressional districts in this state will be competitive, because the state’s
voters will overwhelmingly favor the national Democratic Party on
ideological grounds. If partisan competition was responsive to local
concerns at the state level, however, the state-level wing of the Republican
would rebrand itself vis-à-vis the state-government issue-space and
electorate, and end up winning (or being competitive in) roughly half of the
state-level elections. Averaged across the nation as a whole, then, within-

143 Id. at 419-20, 424, 438 n.65.
144 Id.
state competitiveness should be much higher in state than in national elections. Yet the available data show precisely the opposite pattern: state legislative elections are less competitive than national elections in the state.\footnote{146}

**Vote Swings in State and National Elections.** If state-level party brands were well calibrated to state electorates—and heeded by voters in state elections—then one would not expect to see swings in the vote share of a given party in elections for state office closely track the vote-share of that party in elections for national office. To be sure, leftward or rightward shifts in the “public mood” ought to register similarly at the state and national level, but other factors should tend to differentiate state and national election results. If Congress or the President moves too far to the right or left, enacts an unpopular law, or simply performs badly, state elections should be unaffected.\footnote{147} Nor should national-level vote swings echo in the states when driven by issues for which the national government is principally responsible (such as foreign policy).

Yet as the following graph shows,\footnote{148} seat losses by the President’s party in Congress and in the lower house of state legislatures move in tandem. To the extent that mid-term congressional elections are a referendum on the President, the sentiments behind that referendum are just as forcefully manifested in state legislative races.


\footnote{147} Here’s another example. In national mid-term elections, there is evidence that the reason voters “swing” away from the President’s party at the national level is that moderates seek to achieve centrist policy outcomes by strengthening the position of the other party in Congress. Joseph Bafumi, Robert S. Erikson & Christopher Wlezien, *Balancing, Generic Polls and Midterm Congressional Elections*, 72 J. POL. 705 (2010). This should not matter in state elections.

European political scientists have a name for this phenomenon: the second-order election. A second-order election is one in which voters respond to candidates, and candidates appeal for votes, on the basis of political developments in a different arena. In some settings this is healthy. For example, it is a good thing for national political responsiveness and the coherence of national-party brands that voters in mid-term congressional elections reward (punish) candidates of the President’s party if they like (dislike) the President’s performance. This is so because the issue-space over which each actor (the President and Congress) has influence is quite similar; and because the President’s ability to implement his or her agenda depends on the relative strength of the President’s party in Congress.


150 *Id.* at 8-15 (developing hypotheses about characteristics of second-order elections); Simon Hix, *What’s Wrong With the European Union and How to Fix It* 80-84 (2008) (regarding European Parliament elections as second-order elections.).
But when party branding at a subnational (or supranational\footnote{The theory of second-order elections was developed in response to election to European Parliament, in which national party preference determines almost all variation in elections to the supranational Parliament. See Schleicher, \textit{What If}, supra note 2, at 119-30.}) level of government with a distinctive issue-space and electorate is substantially determined by the party’s national-level doings, partisan competition will not yield its usual benefits at the “secondary” level. Lawmakers whose hold on office at secondary levels is largely determined by their party’s performance at the national level have little electoral incentive to govern effectively and in a manner responsive to the preferences of the subnational median voter. European political scientists have shown that both European Parliament and subnational elections in Europe are largely "second order," and this suggests that U.S. state legislative elections are as well.

\textbf{Policy Congruence and Partisan Competition.} A third source of doubt about the workings of major-party brands at the state level is Jeffrey Lax and Justin Phillips’ cutting-edge study of the "congruence" (fit) between state policies and state public opinion.\footnote{Lax & Phillips, \textit{supra} note 123, at 1.} Across states, policies track popular opinion very weakly: “[R]oughly half the time, opinion majorities lose—even large supermajorities prevail less than 60\% of the time. In other words, state governments are not more effective in translating opinion majorities into public policy than a simple coin flip.”\footnote{Id. at 3 (reporting that one-party control bears on the direction of incongruence, but not the amount).} Further, and contrary to expectations, Lax and Phillips found that one-party dominance does not diminish congruence; states with competitive elections are just as unresponsive to public opinion as one-party states.\footnote{Other research has found evidence consistent with the hypothesis that the imminent prospect of winning or losing control of state government induces lawmakers to invest in building statewide party brands. See Gerald Gamm & Thad Kousser, \textit{Broad Bills or Particularistic Policy? Historical Patterns in American State Legislature}, 104 \textit{Am. Pol. Sci. Rev.} 151 (2010) (finding, in study of 13 states over 120 years, that balance between “particularistic” (district oriented) and “general” (issue oriented) policymaking shifts toward the latter when parties are evenly balanced).}

Normally, greater competition should create pressure on incumbents to produce responsive policies. But this dynamic will not work at the state level if vote swings in state elections are artifacts of national politics, rather than being driven by the achievements and failings of the state’s governing coalition. Lax and Phillips’ results therefore corroborate the hypothesis that state voters do not see and respond to state party brands in terms of the parties’ actual accomplishments at the state level.

However, there is some evidence that state parties \textit{try} to rebrand by fielding more liberal candidates in liberal states, and conservative candidates in conservative states. In the latest and best work on the subject, Boris Shor
and Nolan McCarty used roll-call votes and surveys of candidates to map the ideological position of every state legislator, Member of Congress, and general-election candidate into a single common space.\footnote{Boris Shor & Nolan McCarty, The Ideological Mapping of American Legislatures (working paper, July 2, 2010), \url{http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1676863}. Shor and McCarty build on a classic: ROBERT S. ERIKSON, GERALD C. WRIGHT & JOHN P. McIVER, STATEHOUSE DEMOCRACY: PUBLIC OPINION AND POLICY IN THE AMERICAN STATES 96-119 (1993). Note that these works assume that state and national politics have the same ideological structure, notwithstanding that some issues (like foreign policy) are part of one issue-space but not the other.} Then, using survey-based estimates of voters’ policy preferences, Shor mapped each state’s median voter into the same common space,\footnote{Boris Shor, All Together Now: Putting Congress, State Legislatures and Individuals in a Common Ideological Space to Assess Representation at the Macro and Micro Levels (working paper, Jan. 20, 2011), \url{http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1697352}.} enabling a comparison of what politicians say (and how they vote) with what voters say they want.

This research reveals considerable state-by-state variation in the position of the median legislator in the Democratic and Republican state legislative caucuses, variation that is at least weakly correlated with public opinion.\footnote{Shor & McCarty, \textit{supra} note 154, at 19, fig. 6.} The median Democratic legislator in Mississippi, for example, is actually to the right of the median Republican legislator in New York, in keeping with the very conservative Mississippi electorate.\footnote{Id.} Not all parties come near the median voter in their state, but some do.

However, the degree of rebranding does not seem to matter much to voters. More specifically, there appears to be little correlation between the relative proximity of the median member of each party’s legislative caucus to the state’s median voter, and the partisan balance of power in the legislature. For instance, Shor finds that the expressed preferences of Republican state legislators in Massachusetts are extremely close to those of the median voter in the state—and much closer than the preferences of Democratic state legislators—yet Republicans have been a minority party (and usually a very small one) in the Massachusetts legislature since 1958.\footnote{Michael J. Dubin, Party Affiliations in the State Legislatures: A Year by Year Summary, 1796-2006 94 (2007).}

To sum up: there is some evidence of ideological recalibration by state parties to state electorates, but the stunning correlation between presidential party seat changes in the House of Representatives and state legislative chambers, the surprising shortage of competitive elections at the state level, and the null effect of partisan competition on state-policy congruence, all suggest that rebranding is at best incomplete—and at worst irrelevant (as may result from mismatched perceptions and/or severe Michigan imbalances).
3. The Mechanics of “Party Breakdown” in Subnational Democracies

We have identified three phenomena that can explain the stylized facts of legislative elections at the state and local levels: mismatch in branding; mismatch in perceptions; and Michigan voter imbalances. It remains to consider why these problems arise.

The first thing to observe is that the three problems are functionally interrelated. Mismatched perceptions and Michigan voting (based on national party ID) in local elections would probably dissipate to some extent if the local wings of the national parties developed consistent, well-tailored local brands. Eventually some citizens would see the local content of the party brands and start to vote accordingly. With the passage of time, even affective ties to party would probably be influenced by local branding.

Yet mismatched perceptions and Michigan imbalances are themselves impediments to rebranding. They reduce the electorate’s responsiveness to the local content (if any) of the party brands, and the less responsive the electorate, the weaker the incentives for local party elites to undertake rebranding. Substantial investments in rebranding will only occur if local elites have very long time horizons, and believe that mismatched perceptions and Michigan imbalance would dissipate sufficiently in the long run to make the local minority party competitive.

For these reasons, it does not make sense to think of mismatched brands, mismatched perceptions, and Michigan imbalances as independent problems even though, as the balance of this section will explain, certain forces may exacerbate or ameliorate each of the problems more or less independently of the others.\footnote{There are corresponding opportunities for policy interventions, the topic to which we will turn in Part III.}

a. Michigan Voter Imbalance

Though the causes of Michigan-style party identification are not well understood, an imbalance of Michigan types seems likely whenever culturally and socio-economically similar voters congregate in the same cities, suburbs, and regions. Citizens do seem to cluster in this way,\footnote{See Bill Bishop, The Big Sort: Why the Clustering of Like-Minded America is Tearing Us Apart 2-16 (2008).} resulting in an overwhelming predominance of Democrats or Republicans (by national party ID) in some locales. There is some evidence that clustering is growing,\footnote{Id.} and if some constant percentage of voters exhibit...
Michigan traits, this trend means that the problem of non-self-canceling Michigan votes will make the general election pointless in an increasing number of state and local governments, irrespective of rebranding by the local minority party.

b. Mismatched Perceptions

Mismatch at the level of perceptions is also pretty easy to understand. It can result from voters’ sheer obliviousness to subnational political events and governmental responsibilities, or from party-biased attribution of responsibility among levels of government when different parties control each level.

Voters in a federal system face competing demands for their political attention. If national politics dominates media coverage and the political conversation—as is likely owing to the higher stakes of national politics—the ideological meaning of party brands will probably be determined by what voters observe about the parties at the national level.\textsuperscript{163} For voters who are otherwise uninformed about subnational parties, it will be rational to rely on the national party labels in subnational elections so long as there is at least a weakly positive correlation between national-party membership and subnational-policy preferences.\textsuperscript{164}

Voters may also revert to their national party preferences in local elections because they lack the minimum information required for retrospective voting at subnational levels. To vote retrospectively in state and local elections, one must understand the partisan balance of power at different levels of government, and the distribution of public responsibilities across governments. One must also link changes in social and economic conditions to the responsible government. Voters have all sorts of trouble with these tasks.\textsuperscript{165}

Further, the mistakes they make often run together in the aggregate owing to partisan bias in perceptions. As Adam Brown has shown, when the President and the Governor belong to different parties, voters rate the

\textsuperscript{163} This is an assumption, but one with substantial support in the literature. See Schleicher, \textit{Why?), supra note 2, at 454-56.

\textsuperscript{164} \textit{Id.} at 451.

\textsuperscript{165} See notes 64-71 and accompanying text. This is true at a level of government as well as between levels—if voters blame Members of House for actions taken by the Federal Reserve, for example, accountability withers. See Bryan Caplan, Eric Crampton, Wade Grove & Ilya Somin, \textit{Systematically Biased Beliefs About Political Influence: Evidence from the Perceptions of Political Influence on Policy Outcomes Survey} (working paper, 2011) (on file with authors) (finding that, when compared to the opinions of political scientists, ordinary citizens make systematic errors in attributing responsibility to different branches of government); Fred Cutler, \textit{Whodunnit? Voters and Responsibility in Canadian Federalism}, 41 \textit{Canad. J. Pol. Sci.} 627 (2007) (same, but with Canadian data).
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relative performance of the state and national economies in line with their partisan predispositions.\(^{166}\) That is, underlying “policy outcomes” are perceived differently, depending on respondents’ partisanship. Partisanship also biases attributions of responsibility: good outcomes (in fact or perception) are attributed to the level of government controlled by the voter’s party, whereas bad outcomes are blamed on the level of government controlled by the other party.\(^{167}\)

The bottom line is that, owing to inattentiveness and/or biased perceptions, voter perceptions of local and state party brands may have little to do with the actual performance of officials and candidates at the corresponding level of government.

c. Party-Brand Mismatch and Barriers to Rebranding

When one party dominates a subnational government because of residents’ national political preferences, one might expect the local branch of the national party that regularly loses elections to rebrand itself vis-à-vis the local median voter.\(^{168}\) However, political entrepreneurs who would carry out this rebranding confront a suite of challenges. Some of these arise from legal regulations of the electoral process;\(^{169}\) others are the result of regular facts about voter and candidate behavior that occur whenever parties of the same name contest elections at different levels.

In the United States, as one of us has elsewhere argued, election law unnecessarily unifies parties across levels of government.\(^{170}\) Most significantly, voter registration laws do not permit citizens to belong to different parties at different levels of government.\(^{171}\) A New York City


\(^{168}\) One might also expect third-party entry, but there are almost no successful third parties in local government elections in American cities. See Schleicher, *Why*, supra note 2, at 447. This is likely due to many of the same forces that hinder major-party rebranding, discussed in this section.

\(^{169}\) Here we touch briefly on certain election laws that may operate as barriers to rebranding. We leave for another day an investigation of how the structural constitution (e.g., separated powers, supermajority decision rules, the ballot initiative, term limits, redistricting) and legislative compensation may bear on party elites’ incentive to develop competitive state and local sub-brands.

\(^{170}\) This argument draws on Schleicher, *Why*, supra note 2, at 453-57 (introducing the concept of “unified party laws”).

\(^{171}\) Here’s another example: In many states, parties earn automatic ballot access for down-ballot races—including races for city offices—through a strong showing in the gubernatorial race. Id. at 450, 450 n. 108. Automatic ballot qualification makes it likely that the “number two” party in local elections will be the locally disfavored national party, rather
resident who is “center left” on the national political spectrum and “right” on the City’s political spectrum cannot register as a national Democrat and a municipal Republican.

Unified registration rules make it hard for the local minority party to field a competitive slate of candidates in municipal elections, since the party’s primary electorate will be comprised entirely of voters on a distant fringe of the municipality’s ideological spectrum. Unified registration rules also impede efforts to develop clear, differentiated party brands on local issues that are orthogonal to or weakly correlated with the main dimension of national politics. For example, if half of the Democrats and half of the Republicans in the New York City primary electorate support community policing and the rest oppose it, the parties are unlikely to develop clearly differentiated positions on this subject, notwithstanding the strong divide within the electorate. If voters could separately enroll in local and national parties, it would be easier for community policing advocates to throw their weight to one of the parties and for party leaders to recruit new registrants on this basis, reshaping the primary electorate in the process.

In theory, states and cities could respond to the difficulty of rebranding by banning national parties from fielding candidates, leaving the field to local-only parties. But here the First Amendment stands in the way. State efforts to ban political party endorsements in nonpartisan and primary elections have been invalidated on First Amendment grounds, and it’s likely that a state law otherwise excluding national parties from local partisan elections would face substantial constitutional challenges.

On top of these hard barriers to rebranding, there are a number of softer barriers resulting from voter psychology, residential choice, and candidate than a new entrant that lacks the baggage of the locally disfavored national party. Once the nationally disfavored party is on the ballot at the local level, it becomes harder for new entrants to attract voters and candidates.

172 Notably, this assumes that voters develop partisan identification on the basis of national, and not local, issues, an assumption for which there is substantial evidence. Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 454-57. It also assumes that the primary election outcomes are at least somewhat responsive to the ideological makeup of the primary electorate, which is more doubtful. See supra Part II.A.2. However, this second assumption need only be weakly true for the argument to work. For primary and registration laws to be a cause of mismatch, it only has to be the case that the absence of agreement among party members on local issues negatively affects the party’s ability to field candidates with consistent, popular stances on local issues.

173 There are reasons to believe that most local government issues work this way. See Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 437-44.


175 See Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 468-72 (analyzing the constitutionality of such proposals).
incentives, rather than state interventions in the political marketplace, which likely prove equally important in retarding localized rebranding.

First, political entrepreneurs who undertake rebranding must sell their subnational party brand to an electorate whose attention is generally elsewhere. In the few subnational races with substantial media coverage and higher stakes, the development of local brands may be possible. Mayoral and gubernatorial candidates from the local minority party are sometimes successful because they garner enough attention to develop and sell their own brand. But for down-ballot candidates or for a local party as a whole, voter inattention raises the cost of rebranding substantially. So too do Michigan-voter imbalances. A minority-party entrepreneur who sees a huge mass of inert voters on the other side will understand that a rebranding campaign might not be worth the effort.

Even if the electorate is not inert, the minority-party entrepreneurs face a credible-commitment problem. They must convince voters that what they say is what they will do if put in power. Talk is cheap; so too is voting if you are a legislator whose party is perpetually in the minority. If a party has been so long out of power that even the most attentive voters have no subnational “running tally” to draw upon in judging it, and if the subnational median voter’s running-tally assessment of the party at the national level is decidedly negative, it will be no easy task to convince the subnational electorate to give the minority party a chance to prove itself at the reins of state or local government.

Supply-side factors—specifically, the desire of local candidates or activists to move up through a vertically integrated party to higher, more powerful levels of government—may also thwart rebranding. Consider a city outside of the national political mainstream, like San Francisco. Imagine that a local group of moderate Republicans tries to create a distinctive “San Francisco Republican” brand, and does careful polling to identify wedge issues that could split municipal Democrats, such as public-sector pensions, school reform, and aggressive panhandling. However, to have any traction with the median voter in San Francisco, the Republicans discover that they would also have to stake out positions that are anathema to national Republicans, like supporting same-sex marriage and city-funded abortion clinics. If they have any ambitions to go further in politics, these San Francisco Republicans would face a dilemma. Becoming competitive locally would ruin their careers in state and national politics, and diminish

---

176 Recall Shor’s perplexing discovery that Republican state legislators in Massachusetts are much closer to the state’s median voter than their Democratic counterparts. See Shor, supra note 156, at 19, fig. 6. It may be that the Republicans’ failure to convert their ideological proximity into majority status owes to many voters’ disbelief that Republican lawmakers would continue to vote this way if given control of the statehouse.
their access to state and national networks of party funders. The smart play may be to avoid getting involved in local politics at all.\textsuperscript{177}

Finally, it bears emphasis that rebranding entrepreneurs do not write on clean slates. The major party brands already have well-developed meanings, established through national politics. Rebranding the Republican Party for San Francisco is like rebranding the local McDonalds as a purveyor of haute cuisine.

4. Summary

Commentators have long sung the virtues of government “closer to the people.” But empirical research on state and local elections casts doubt on this position. Many subnational elections appear to be plagued by mismatch between the ideological content of the major-party brands and the issue-space and electorate of the subnational government; and/or mismatch between voters’ perceptions of the party brands and the parties’ actual positions and achievements in the subnational government. These problems can be compounded by disparities in the number of Michigan voters affiliated with each party in the jurisdiction.

III. Implications

Ever since \textit{The American Voter}, the question for political scientists studying voter ignorance has been “whether democracy works” given how little voters know about politics. The main lesson of Part II was that that question has no single answer—democracy is likely to work less well in some places and better in others, holding constant the level of voter knowledge. We turn now to the question of what this implies for the field of election law, beginning with policy and then moving to constitutional law.

We argue that policymakers concerned with voter competence face a threshold, fork-in-the-road choice: Whether to provide partisan information on the ballot, while adopting other reforms meant to foster voter understanding of party brands and major-party rebranding to the issue-space and electorate in question, or whether to suppress partisan information on the ballot and provide what we will call \textit{party substitute cues} instead. At present, the choice between these strategies is largely a matter of guesswork, because so little is understood about either the dynamics of party rebranding

\footnote{The extent to which such strategic considerations retard rebranding is probably context dependent. It depends on how pervasive and strong the desire to “move up” is within the pool of potentially strong local candidates (and how big that pool is). And it depends on whether national-level actors and primary voters in a jurisdiction are willing to tolerate local efforts to develop “deviant,” competitive sub-brands, or whether they are too worried that such brands will muddy voters’ apprehension of what the national party stands for.}
or the efficacy of party substitutes. We will offer a number of hypotheses and reform suggestions meant to inform subsequent research and institutional tinkering.

Our analysis of the voter information problem also has implications for the courts. We argue that the Supreme Court has badly flubbed the “state interest” side of the balance in its party-rights cases. More tentatively, we also propose a new way to think about rights of association with political parties. Our proposal would resolve a number of longstanding conundrums in this body of law.

A. Better Voting: On Parties and Party Substitutes

Legal-academic commentary on the problem of informed voting has been focused almost entirely on campaign-finance disclosure regimes. Relying on the “cues” literature, a number of scholars have argued that a central objective of campaign finance law should be to reveal, promptly, the “real party in interest” behind large donations to candidates, issue-advocacy campaigns, and ballot measure committees. Once this information enters the public domain, the argument goes, opposition figures and the news media will bring it to the attention of voters for whom it is useful. Some advocate even stronger measures. Michael Kang and Justin Levitt, for instance, have argued that source information should be disclosed to voters as part of the political communication itself, with state-mandated voiceovers and labels.

Elizabeth Garrett, the election law scholar most attuned to the information problem, has also recognized that the ballot itself represents a uniquely promising medium through which to educate low-information voters. Information provided on the ballot is available at low cost to voters, and accessible precisely when it’s needed. (As discussed in Section II, there is compelling evidence that party labels on the ballot substantially affect vote choice, as does the language used to describe ballot measures.)

178 For some exceptions, see note 2.
181 Garrett & Smith, supra note 179, at 296.
Garrett has suggested that candidates be allowed to make statements of 250-500 words on the ballot, with which candidates could identify their key endorsers as well as dubious sources of support for their opponents.\(^\text{183}\) Garrett has also proposed that a public agency be given authority to identify issues of top priority to the electorate, to poll candidates for their positions on those issues, and to print the candidates’ responses on the ballot.\(^\text{184}\)

We are intrigued by Garrett’s ballot-improvement project, and quite sympathetic to the goal of revealing the identity of major donors. But the legal-academic commentary has missed something important: the singular virtues (for informed voting) of well-calibrated party cues, and of transparent, low-cost information about party control of government.

For reasons that should be clear by now, a well-calibrated partisan cue, provided on the ballot for easy consumption by ordinary voters, likely has far more potential to improve voter performance than does disclosure of big-money interest-group and corporate donors. For the disclosure model to pay dividends, the election campaign must be high profile so that ordinary voters are actually aware of the interest-group cues. Further, the electorate must be pretty sophisticated, consisting of voters who can successfully link interest-group cues to their own interests or ideological beliefs, and who are not bamboozled by warring cues.\(^\text{185}\)

The disclosure model would have more of an upside, as Garrett has recognized, if it were feasible to provide interest-group cues on the ballot itself. But here great danger lurks. As James Gardner points out, statements on the ballot amount to unrebutted arguments with the potential to similarly affect large numbers of poorly informed voters.\(^\text{186}\) What would otherwise have been self-canceling errors in voter beliefs can become correlated errors as a result, reducing the aggregate competence of the voting public. Even if voters are not misled, ballots filled with candidate statements and interest-group cues would be considerably longer, and longer ballots result in more “rolloff”—abstention from down-ballot races—reducing the representativeness of the electorate in those races.\(^\text{187}\)

\(^{183}\) Garrett, supra note 2, at 1584-86.

\(^{184}\) Id. at 1582-86.

\(^{185}\) The political scientist Cheryl Boudreau recently began an important research project on the comparative operation of party and interest-group cues. Her initial laboratory experiments show that party cues are much more powerful than endorsements by party-affiliated interest groups. Boudreau, Conflicting Cues, Consistent Opinions? How Party Cues and Endorsements Affect Public Opinion (working paper, 2011) (on file with authors).


\(^{187}\) See Peter Selb, Supersized Votes: Ballot Length, Uncertainty and Choice in Direct Legislation Elections, 134 PUB. CHOICE 319, 319, 325 (2008) (finding that longer initiative ballots result in greater roll-off, more confusion and a reduction in “voters’ ability to translate their political preferences into consistent policy choices.”)
Well-calibrated partisan cues are uniquely suited to inclusion on the ballot itself. They are succinct, encapsulating within a single word or phrase a host of issue positions. They matter to all ideological voters because they separate the leading candidates on the main divisions of politics. (By contrast, an interest-group cue is germane only to particular issues, which generally matter only to narrow issue-oriented publics.) And partisan cues are useful even to non-ideological voters—so long as the voter has an opinion about the government’s performance—because partisan cues, unlike interest group cues, enable voters to relate candidates to the incumbent governing coalition. Finally, the meaning of party cues cannot easily be shaded by the manner of their presentation on the ballot. They are just labels after all, not exercises in political rhetoric.

So the question arises, what can law do to improve party labels, especially in light of party-brand failures? And, further, is there anything that law can do when well calibrated party labels are not enough—when attribution errors, or non-self-canceling Michigan votes, or a simple lack of knowledge about which party was in control deprives the party label of its ordinary utility as an aid to collective choice and accountability? We think there is.

But reformers must make a threshold choice between two mutually incompatible strategies. We shall call these the better partisan voting strategy, and the party substitutes strategy. The former entails clarifying linkages between the government, the major parties, and candidates for office; lowering the cost to voters of acquiring this information; and structuring the legal regulation of political parties so as to enable and encourage rebranding to the issue-space and electorate associated with the government in question. The party-substitutes strategy suppresses the very same information—raising the cost to voters of learning about party-candidate and party-government linkages—while inducing the creation of alternative, party-like cues and furnishing these on the ballot.

There are significant tradeoffs between these strategies, which we cannot fully explore given space limitations. Party-substitute cues can be more precisely tailored to the subnational government in question, and they offer more leverage against Michigan-voter imbalances and party-biased perceptions. But, because party-substitute cues would vary by name from one jurisdiction to the next, voters would face higher search costs than if the conventional party labels were used everywhere (and correlated in their content across jurisdictions). Potential economies of scale in branding would also be lost.
1. Better Partisan Voting (Through Law)

Reformers who opt for the “better partisan voting” strategy may pursue it on a number of levels. They may undertake to improve the availability of major-party cues, voters’ apprehension of the cues, the consistency of the cues, and the tailoring of the cues to issue-space and electorate in question. The balance of this section presents a number of reform suggestions, but we offer them more as ideas worth exploring and testing rather than as confident prescriptions.

a. Availability

Partisan cues are available to the extent that voters know the cue at the moment of decision. The most obvious availability-oriented reform is to convert formally nonpartisan representative elections into formally partisan elections, with candidates nominated by political parties and labeled accordingly on the ballot. Availability strategies may also prove fruitful in other presently unlabeled elections, such as initiative and referendum elections, and primary elections. These elections could be given partisan form by authorizing party organizations or party caucuses in the legislature to make ballot-printed endorsements.

b. Apprehension

A party label has been apprehended to the extent (1) that voters correctly infer what the party label signifies about candidate issue positions with respect to the government in question (ideological apprehension), and (2) that voters understand the partisan balance of power in the government (retrospective apprehension). Small election law changes (as well as big

---

188 In the case of primary elections, it might also be useful to empower minor parties to make ballot-printed endorsements in the primaries of either or both major parties. Knowing which candidates have been endorsed by significant minor parties could help primary voters to differentiate candidates for the party’s nomination. (A Christian Coalition-Republican is likely to govern quite differently than a Libertarian Republican.) Giving minor parties this role might also help to bring disaffected factions into the two-party system, which should improve voter performance as third-party candidates result in more incorrect voting. See Anderson, Lau & Redlawsk, supra note 79, at 407.

189 In the wake of California’s adoption of the top-two primary, California Republicans have chosen to hold a mail-in pre-primary poll to choose the official candidate of the party. Seema Mehta, State GOP Tries to Craft Its Own Mail-In Primary Before Prop 14 Takes Effect, L.A.TIMES, Mar. 28, 2011. Similarly, county party organizations are sometimes allowed to “bracket” candidates together to create slates. See Andrews v. Rajoppi, 2008 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1111 (App.Div. Apr. 29, 2008) at *6-8.

190 It should be noted that clarity or distinctness between parties is a different thing from ideological distance between the parties, although both make voting decisions easier. Parties can be completely distinct — i.e., all Democrats being to the left of all Republicans— and quite close together on an ideological scale. In fact, distinctness might increase competition
constitutional changes) could improve apprehension along both dimensions, thereby diminishing the problem of mismatched perceptions.

**Retrospective Apprehension.** We suspect that one minor reform to ballot design would dramatically improve retrospective apprehension, especially among less attentive voters. Ballots should “label” the existing partisan balance in government, not just the endorsement of candidates by political parties. A large fraction of the electorate does not know the existing partisan balance even in national elections. Designating party control on the ballot itself would enable many more citizens to vote retrospectively.

Another, more far-reaching technique for facilitating retrospective apprehension is to consolidate offices and functions at a given level of government. Political scientists have shown repeatedly that retrospective voting is sensitive to the clarity of control. Multi-party governments and separated powers undermine retrospective accountability; single-party control enables it. Seen in this light, the existing separation-of-powers pattern in the United States is strange. As one moves down the governmental hierarchy (from national, to state, to local), one typically finds more rather than less separation of powers and functions. Thus, many states have plural executives, with separately elected governors, attorneys general, comptrollers, and the like, in addition to bicameral legislatures and a separately elected governor. At the local level, one finds not only separately elected city councils, mayors, prosecutors, and city attorneys, but also a division of power and functions between the general purpose municipal or county government, the school board, and any number of “special districts” with narrowly defined responsibilities.

For purposes of democratic accountability, this makes little sense. The less informed the electorate about a given level of government, the more important it is to limit the electorate’s monitoring responsibilities and to simplify its choices.

---

for the median voter, as party members and leadership do not have to take far-left or right votes to make clear to their base that they are really Democrats or Republicans and not DINOs or RINOS. See James M. Snyder, Jr. & Michael Ting, An Informational Rationale for Political Parties, 46 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 90, 90 (2002) (developing a model that suggests that clarity of party labels increases centrisim).

See supra note 64.


On the costs of plural executives, see Daniel B. Rodriguez, State Constitutional Failure, 2011 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1243 (2011)


It also makes little sense in terms of the conventional diffusion-of-power rationale for separated powers. Lower-level governments have fewer powers than higher-level governments, and abuses may be checked by corrective action taken at a higher level.
Ideological Apprehension. Any reform that improves retrospective apprehension will also enhance ideological apprehension. Voters who know which party is responsible for policies recently in the news will also have a better sense of what that party stands for ideologically.

There are also, we think, unexplored opportunities for improving ideological apprehension via direct democracy. The inclusion of a line below each ballot initiative that told voters which political parties supported it would help voters who know something about the initiative to learn something about the party, as well as voters who know something about the party to learn something about the initiative.

Ideological apprehension might also be advanced by introducing a modified, party-based version of the referendum. Suppose that each major-party caucus in the legislature were authorized to put one referendum measure on the ballot during each legislative election. These would likely be seen by voters as representing the party caucuses’ preeminent legislative objectives,196 and as such would convey more information about party ideology than would the caucus’s decision to endorse (with a ballot label) a quotidram ballot initiative. The party referendum measures would probably receive lots of campaign attention, both because of their signification about what the party stands for, and because the caucuses and the candidates they support would invest in spreading the message.197 We suspect that the “party-caucus referendum” would be particularly helpful in jurisdictions that have long been dominated by one party, where voters trying to gauge the likely policy consequences of voting the opposition party into power have no reservoir of experience with its rule to draw upon.198

c. Consistency

Party cues are consistent insofar as candidates running under the party label espouse the same positions and stick to them over time. Consistent cues are easier for voters to use, but there is a tradeoff to be struck because too much consistency would impede party adaptation and eventually result in uncompetitive elections. Reformers should ask whether the person or entity who ascribes the party label – primary voters, caucus goers, etc. – is

196 At least with respect to the minority party, which is blocked from achieving its objectives through the ordinary legislative process.
197 Contrast the abstract and lengthy platforms that party activists draw up. These do not become law when the party is voted into power, and, having been drafted by activists rather than legislators, they may not well reflect the views of the figures who really count, i.e., government officials elected on the party label.
198 Note that improving voters’ understanding of the principal opposition party should also facilitate retrospective voting against the party in power. See Anderson, supra note 167, at 284-85 (reviewing studies showing that retrospective voting is contingent on voters “perceiving] viable alternatives”).
well placed to make the tradeoff. We do not have particularly ingenious ideas for how best to strike the balance, but we are skeptical of regimes such as Washington State’s “top two” primary, which permit candidates to self-attribute the party label.199

d. Tailoring (Undoing Party-Brand Mismatch)

The most difficult and delicate task for reformers pursuing the “better partisan voting” strategy is figuring out how to induce the development of differentiated, well-tailored party sub-brands that are legible to voters at the state- and, especially, the local-government levels. The difficulty of this task owes to the variety of forces that can cause party-brand and perceptual mismatch; to the intractability of some of those forces (such as voter inattention to lower-stakes governments); to the lack of empirical research on the dynamics of rebranding; and to the U.S. Supreme Court’s jurisprudence of political party rights.200

But one should not infer that the project of “better tailoring through law” is hopeless. One positive step, mentioned earlier, is to permit voters to register as members of different parties for purposes of different levels of government.201 Comparatively conservative Democrats in liberal states and cities would be free to participate in state and local Republican primaries without abandoning the Democratic primary for national office; vice-versa for relatively liberal Republicans in conservative states and cities. This should help the local minority party to become more competitive vis-à-vis the median voter in the locale.202 (While this reform would face a substantial constitutional challenge, other reforms that enable party switching on Election Day, such as “same-day registration,” could also help and would likely be on safer ground.203)


200 See infra Part III.C.

201 Similarly, laws giving automatic ballot places in local elections to parties that do well state-wide could be repealed. See Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 468-70.

202 To be sure, one-party dominance might still be hard to dislodge, for strategic voters may be reluctant to leave the one primary that matters in any given election. However, shocks to the political system, like a scandal followed by a particularly attractive candidate opting into the opposing primary, could shake the party system at the local level into some kind of competitive balance.

203 Rebranding might also be encouraged by structural reforms that increase the payoff to winning (subnational) median-voter support, and that lengthen the time horizon of legislators serving in subnational government. In the first category are things like eliminating supermajority requirements for the passage of legislation, and crafting legislative districts so
Local party activists and officials will not, of course, be motivated to build a competitive local brand unless citizens are willing and able to vote in state and local elections on the basis of local rather than national party preferences. The main barriers here are cognitive and affective, though strategic voting could be a factor too if lower-level governments can shape the partisan balance of power at higher levels.\footnote{Ballot designers may be able to soften affective barriers to voting against one’s national party preference by describing party brands in terms of the government at issue. If this reform were implemented, San Francisco voters (for example) would receive a ballot labeling candidates for national office “National Democrat” or “National Republican,” candidates for state-level office “California Democrat” or “California Republican,” and candidates for municipal office “San Francisco Democrat” or “San Francisco Republican.” The geographic signifier would remind San Francisco liberals that “Republican” might not have the same meaning at different levels of government.}

Ballot designers may be able to soften affective barriers to voting against one’s national party preference by describing party brands in terms of the government at issue. If this reform were implemented, San Francisco voters (for example) would receive a ballot labeling candidates for national office “National Democrat” or “National Republican,” candidates for state-level office “California Democrat” or “California Republican,” and candidates for municipal office “San Francisco Democrat” or “San Francisco Republican.”\footnote{The geographic signifier would remind San Francisco liberals that “Republican” might not have the same meaning at different levels of government.}

More generally, anything that gives voters access to low-cost, reliable information about governmental performance should help to solve the mismatch problem.\footnote{Better information about subnational government performance will reduce mismatch at the level of perceptions, and thereby incentivize minority-party activists to rebrand their party so that it represents an ideologically plausible alternative for the subnational median voter who is dissatisfied with the incumbent regime’s performance.}

2. \textit{Substitutes for the National Party Labels}

The last section provided a grab bag of ideas for improving the quality of party labels. But what can be done for states and cities where the quality of major-party labels is essentially irrelevant (as may result from an imbalance of Michigan voters), where mismatch proves incurable, or where entrenched legal norms require nonpartisan elections? The simplest remedy

\footnotetext[204]{The most significant current tie between state-level elections and party control over the federal government is state legislatures’ control over congressional redistricting. The adoption of independent redistricting for congressional elections might, on the margins, increase citizens’ willingness vote in state elections on the basis of state rather than national considerations.}

\footnotetext[205]{This example presumes that municipal officeholders compete in partisan elections. In California as in many other states, local government elections are presently nonpartisan. See \textit{Cal. Const.} art. 2, § 6(a) (requiring all local elections to be nonpartisan).}

\footnotetext[206]{Consider for example Heather Gerken’s promising proposal for a “Democracy Index,” designed to inform voters in Secretary of State elections about the relative quality of their state’s election administration system. \textit{Gerken, supra note, at 15-26.}
Informing Consent

is to permit home-grown parties to contest local elections while excluding the national parties. But this would face a substantial First Amendment challenge.

Alternatively, the subnational government could adopt formally nonpartisan elections—candidates would qualify for the ballot by gathering signatures or paying filing fees—while providing voters with party label substitutes on the ballot. A party-label substitute, as we use the term, is an alternative notation that functions like a well-calibrated major-party cue, in that it (1) locates candidates along the main ideological dimension of politics at the level of government in question; (2) is binary in character, (3) divides the electorate pretty evenly along the main ideological dimension; (4) develops meaning as voters observe politics and link conditions in the world around them to the figures then in charge of government; and (5) resists manipulation through the manner of its presentation on the ballot.

What alternatives to conventional party labels would function in this way? In the balance of this, we section sketch a couple of proposals, one modest and the other more ambitious. The modest option is to authorize the most powerful elected official in the jurisdiction (e.g., the mayor or governor) to make ballot-printed endorsements in legislative races. The more ambitious alternative is to establish a novel system of advisory primaries, which would be open to voters and candidates without regard to party affiliation and would incentivize participants to sort into competing umbrella coalitions on the basis of their local policy preferences.

a. The Executive Cue

Voters are better informed in mayoral and gubernatorial elections than in other local and state elections. These executive officials receive much

207 See Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 470-73. Cf. Schleicher, What If, supra note 2, at 117-18, 152-56 (proposing a supranational vote distribution requirement to induce the formation of new, supranational parties for purposes of European Parliament elections—elections that are presently contested and won in each member state by national parties competing on the basis of domestic rather than EU issues).

208 See Schleicher, Why, supra note 2, at 470-73.

209 As explained above, the interest-group cues that many legal commentators and some political scientists see as critical to competent, low-information voting do not have these properties. See notes 115-131 and accompanying text.

210 The argument of this section was first sketched in Chris Elmendorf & David Schleicher, Making Democracy Work in San Francisco, S.F. CHRONICLE, Feb. 28, 2010 at E4.

211 Recent experimental and survey research by David Anderson shows that voters focus on presidential and gubernatorial races at the expense of concurrent congressional races, and that voter search in each race is strongly correlated with correct placement of the candidate on a seven-point ideology scale. David Anderson, Pushing the Limits of Democracy: Concurrent Elections and Cognitive Limitations of Voters (Ph.D. dissertation, Rutgers University, 2011), available at http://mss3.libraries.rutgers.edu/dlr/showfed.php?pid=rutgers-
more media coverage than their counterparts in state and local legislatures, and candidates and interest groups spend much more money on gubernatorial and mayoral races than on races for the state and local legislatures.

The information differential is evidenced by the fact that out-party candidates for mayor and governor in one-party-dominated states and cities occasionally win, notwithstanding the ubiquitous failure of their co-partisans’ efforts to gain control of the legislative chamber. A Democrat, Brad Henry, is the governor of inveterately Republican Oklahoma; Giuliani and Bloomberg won the mayoralty in deep-blue New York City.

Mayors and governors are also distinctive because of the electoral pressures they face. They are elected at large, so they must appeal to the median voter in the jurisdiction as a whole--much more so than local legislators, whose district-level constituencies may not resemble the jurisdiction as a whole, and who are elected in lower turnout contests. But mayors and governors are not slaves to the median voter; they must also answer to the coalition of interest groups and foot soldiers that backed their campaigns. As a result of these cross-cutting pressures—and relatively high levels of media coverage and public attention—mayors and governors may become “brand names” that resemble, in their ideological content, a major-party brand within a healthy two-party system.

Our proposal is simple: Give the Mayor or Governor the power to make on-ballot endorsements. This “executive cue” would position voters to leverage their opinions, positive or negative, about the most widely recognized official with a locale-specific platform in elections where they are relatively poorly informed. And, like a party cue, the executive cue would enable voters to empower or check the political coalition at the helm of government by voting for or against that coalition’s candidates in legislative races.

To be sure, the executive cue is an imperfect substitute for true, well-calibrated party cues. The cue would prove harder for voters to use than true party brands, because the trademark would change every time a new person obtains the executive’s office. The utility of the executive cue is also

---


213 Cf. Zoltan L. Hajnal, America’s Uneven Democracy: Race, Turnout, and Representation in City Politics 88-90, 151-52 (noting that cities with council-manager governments, where the city council appoints a nonpartisan manager, have lower turnout than cities with mayoral elections).
limited by its one-sidedness. Knowing that a candidate for a lesser office has been endorsed by the mayor or governor tells voters that that candidate would support the endorser’s agenda, but it doesn’t inform voters about which of the other candidates would be most responsive to the agenda of the primary opposition coalition. Unlike a true party cue, the executive cue would not solve the opposition’s coordination problem in plurality-winner elections. Finally, unpopular executives might strategically withhold the executive cue, or assign it disingenuously to an uncompetitive candidate so as not to hurt a stronger ally.

All that said, if the major party cues are persistently dysfunctional in a city or state, formally nonpartisan elections coupled with ballot-printed mayoral (gubernatorial) endorsements may enable a low-information electorate to achieve better results than would conventional partisan elections. ²¹⁴

b. Advisory Primaries

We think it is possible to improve on the executive cue by inducing the creation of de facto local political parties and labeling candidates accordingly on the ballot. The regime we envision would be designed to mimic a genuinely local two-party system, while standing a better chance of surviving constitutional challenge than a regime of ordinary partisan elections from which successful national parties have been banned. Here’s how we would organize it:

● Candidates would qualify for the general-election ballot through a conventional nonpartisan process, such as gathering signatures or paying a filing fee.

● Any self-selected group of citizens (of a certain size) could petition to sponsor a state-organized, state-administered advisory primary, setting forth in their petition a name for the primary and a statement of principles meant to attract candidates and voters to the event. Signers of the petition need not be members of any organization or have any prior legal identity, except as individuals.

● Petitioners, in naming the primary, could not use the names of ballot-qualified political parties that field candidates in partisan elections.

● The advisory primaries would be open by law to candidates and voters without regard to party affiliation. But candidates and voters would be permitted to enter only

²¹⁴ The executive cue might also be used to good effect in other city elections for which state law mandates a nonpartisan ballot.
one such primary per election cycle for the level of government in question.

- The winners of the two advisory primaries that achieved the *highest levels of voter participation* would be designated on the general election ballot as the winners of their respective advisory primaries. The ballot would not designate the winners of other advisory primaries, or of any nomination process that a political party might carry out on its own.

- The winner of the most popular advisory primary (by number of voters participating) would appear first on the ballot; the winner of the next most popular primary would appear second; and the remaining candidates would appear in random or alphabetical order.

- Public funding, if any, would be distributed to advisory primary winners in proportion to the number of voters participating in each primary.

This regime would create powerful incentives for interest groups, candidates, and voters to band together into a pair of competing umbrella coalitions, akin to the major parties in a well-functioning two-party system. Aiming for the perks of “top two” status—ballot label, ballot position, and money—advisory-primary organizers would craft initial platforms that are attractive to large swaths of the electorate. Candidates hoping to benefit from a ballot label will participate only in what look to be the two most popular of the advisory primaries, lest the candidate end up the “winner” of an advisory primary that does not yield a ballot label. Similarly, engaged voters will opt into the two most popular of the advisory primaries because that is where they will find the strongest candidates, and where they will avoid wasting their vote in a primary that does not yield a ballot notation.

This regime would also provide strategic advisory primary voters with very good reasons not to “raid” the main alternative primary to the one they prefer (in the hopes of making an unattractive candidate the winner). Raiding under the system we propose would operate to transfer tangible benefits—money and ballot position—from the winner of the voter’s preferred advisory primary to his or her principal opponent. These deterrents to raiding should help to stabilize the meaning of the ballot labels.

The provisions that deter raiding will simultaneously incentivize elites to mobilize broad primary turnout. This should help to educate the masses about what each coalition stands for, and to further stabilize the meaning of the labels. (The more voters who participate, the harder it is for a highly mobilized fringe of the electorate to determine the winner.)
In short, this regime should result in a fully functional two *de facto* party system, in which the advisory primary brands are well calibrated to the issue-space and electorate for the government in question. Elected officials will customarily have affiliated with one or the other of the dominant advisory primary coalitions, enabling citizens to link government performance to the “team” in charge, and to vote accordingly in the next election. And the leading advisory primary brands would be reused in successive elections, giving them some of the consistency of real party brands.\(^{215}\)

Indeed, our advisory primary regime might well outperform the conventional party system with primary elections in some respects, even apart from mismatch or failures due to an imbalance of Michigan voters. By linking public financing and ballot position to primary-election turnout, our model creates stronger incentives for elites to mobilize broad participation and does away with the need for restrictive advance-registration rules (conventionally defended as antidotes to raiding).\(^{216}\) It is a fair hope too that voters would have weaker affective ties to “their” advisory primary than to “their” political party, with a corresponding reduction in cognitive bias and Michigan-style voting.\(^ {217}\) Voters would not need to “register” or “enroll” in an advisory primary group to cast a primary ballot, nor would the groups that request advisory primaries necessarily have any legal life between elections.

Would the advisory primary regime survive a constitutional challenge? We cannot be sure—no one has a very good record predicting Supreme Court decisions in party rights cases—but we think it would. For reasons we have made clear, states and cities have a very strong interest in providing voting cues that will not be read through the lens of national politics. And, in contrast to a system of formally partisan elections from which the

\(^{215}\) The consistency, both across time and across offices at a level of government, and the tailoring of the advisory-primary labels are what set our regime apart from California’s “top 2” nonpartisan primaries with self-labeling of candidates.

\(^{216}\) In conventional primaries, each candidate has incentives to mobilize only his own supporters—while discouraging turnout by the other candidates’ supporters. The party as a whole has no interest in boosting primary turnout.

\(^{217}\) Our advisory primary system is also likely to outperform its nearest real-world counterpart: “fusion” systems, under which several parties can nominate the same candidate, allowing candidates to have more bespoke brands. See Schleicher, *Why*, supra note 2, at 469. Fusion is now allowed only in New York, where it has helped mayoral candidates like Rudy Giuliani and Michael Bloomberg distance themselves from their national parties *Id.* Fusion differs from our proposal in critical respects, however, in that it leaves the major parties on the ballot (we would exclude all de jure parties), and encourages the formation of numerous minor parties (we aim for just two advisory primary brands). The proliferation of minor parties under fusion taxes a low-information electorate. Tellingly, fusion has not enabled Republican candidates to seriously challenge the Democratic dominance of New York City Council, notwithstanding the contemporaneous success of Giuliani and Bloomberg. *Id.*
national parties have been excluded, our regime does not discriminate against any subgroup of recognized political parties.\textsuperscript{218} The parties would be free to nominate candidates however they wish, subject to the proviso that their nominees will not be designated as such on the ballot, just as they can under the familiar, long-established protocols for formally nonpartisan elections.

To be sure, our advisory primary regime would discriminate against political parties as a class, in that they alone—relative to the larger class of organized associations—could not be featured in the name of an advisory primary label. But this naming restriction is minor, and could be justified as a truth-in-advertising measure.\textsuperscript{219} Because the advisory primary must be open to all voters without regard to their party registration, the organizers’ decision to name an advisory primary after an already recognized political party would be deceptive, as it would falsely imply that candidates bearing the advisory primary ballot label were endorsed by a political party.\textsuperscript{220} Save for the fact that they may not give their collective name to an advisory primary ballot label, political party members who want to organize an advisory primary would stand in exactly the same position as members of any other assemblage of citizens.\textsuperscript{221}

Petitioners for an advisory primary might also challenge the openness requirement on associational grounds, but here too they would probably fail. Unlike an ordinary primary, an advisory primary would not have the effect of deciding the endorsement of any existing private or quasi-private

\textsuperscript{218} The Supreme Court has applied generally deferential review to formally nondiscriminatory restrictions on political-party participation in the electoral process. See, e.g., Timmons v. Twin Cities Area New Party, 520 U.S. 351, 358 (1996).

\textsuperscript{219} Minor burdens on political organization and expression created by election law receive exceedingly deferential review. See generally Christopher S. Elmendorf, Structuring Judicial Review of Electoral Mechanics: Explanations and Opportunities, 156 U. PA. L. REV. 313, 335-38 (2007).

\textsuperscript{220} Some courts have recognized a very strong state interest in avoiding voter confusion about the meaning of ballot labels. See, e.g., Dart v. Brown, 717 F.2d 1491 (5th Cir. 1983).

\textsuperscript{221} The naming restriction could also be justified as an exclusion from a nonpublic forum—the space on the ballot reserved for advisory primary labels—of a class of putative “speakers” whose message-content falls outside the purpose of the forum. Courts faced with constitutional challenges to restrictions on what may be said in state-published voter guides, or on the ballot itself, generally treat these venues as nonpublic or limited-public fora in which the state has free hand to limit the topics (content) that may be addressed, and, related to this, the speakers who may do the addressing, so long as the state remains neutral as to viewpoints with respect to the content of the forum. See, e.g., Cogswell v. City of Seattle, 347 F.3d 809 (9th Cir. 2003) (classifying voter guide as a limited public forum); Schrader v. Blackwell, 241 F.3d 793 (6th Cir 2001) (treating ballot labels as a nonpublic forum). The state’s purpose in setting up the forum, as it were, is to communicate to voters where candidates stand on local issues. Naming an advisory primary after a national party would introduce information inappropriate for the forum.
No existing organization would be deprived of anything, relative to the constitutionally permissible baseline of a conventional nonpartisan election. The citizens who petition for an advisory primary would have more in common with the people who sign papers to get an initiative on the ballot than with members of an organized group bearing conventional rights of association. These citizens, operating under ground rules specified in advance, would not have a protected interest in the labeling of candidates apart from the interest of voters who affiliate by participating in the organizers’ primary.

But whatever holes, constitutional or otherwise, exist in our proposal should not be taken as fatal. The advisory primary concept can be modified in any of a number of ways. Don’t like the selective exclusion of political parties from lending their name to advisory primary labels? Expand the ban to include all existing organizations. Think that’s a problem? Have the government create two generically named advisory primaries—Yellow and Purple—that people can sort into. There will be no private advisory primary organizers to assert First Amendment claims and the Yellow and Purple labels will eventually develop political identities through repeated practice (although with less certainty and less quickly than under our proposal). Object to the top-two limitation in the labeling rules? Get rid of it. A two-label regime will likely evolve anyway, for the ordinary Duvergian reasons, although again with less certainty and less quickly than under our proposal.

Perhaps advisory primaries are not the answer. But something like them—a party-like substitute—would be enormously useful in jurisdictions where the Michigan vote is not neutralized through aggregation, where the major parties cannot be induced to develop well-tailored local brands, and

---

222 See Washington State Grange v. Wash. State Republican Party, 555 U.S. 442, 454, (2008) (rejecting party-organization’s facial challenge to rule allowing candidates to list their party preference on the ballot in a formally nonpartisan “top two” primary because it did not determine the endorsement of a party nor were voters likely to be confused that it did).

223 To be sure, an advisory primary organizer could conceivably misappropriate an existing organization’s brand. In that case, the organization might have a cause of action for trademark infringement, but not a constitutional basis for objecting to the state law.

224 Organizers of ballot petition drives do have protected “associational” interests in the actual process of gathering signatures, see, e.g., Buckley v. Amer. Const. Law Found., Inc., 525 U.S. 182 (1999); McLaughlin v. N.C. Bd. of Elections, 65 F.3d 1215 (4th Cir. 1995). First Amendment associational interests would not, however, be implicated by restrictions on what may be achieved, as a matter of law, through the ballot petition process. Cf. Gordon v. Lance, 403 U.S. 1 (1971) (upholding supermajority vote requirements for the enactment of certain referendum measures). A challenge brought by petitioners for an advisory primary to the ground rules for the primary itself would fall into the latter category.

225 Assuming first-past-the-post elections, Duverger’s Law holds that the political system will tend towards having two major parties. MAURICE DUVERGER, POLITICAL PARTIES: THEIR ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITY IN THE MODERN STATE (Barbara North & Robert North, trans. 1959).
where voter perceptions of the local content of the major-party brands are swamped or distorted by the voter’s take on the parties as national-level actors.\textsuperscript{226}

\section*{B. The Constitutional Law of Party Rights}

Our account of the voter information problem has implications not only for policymakers, but also for judges faced with constitutional challenges to the regulation of political parties. The Supreme Court has treated the First Amendment as a source of protections for the autonomy of political parties, and for parties’ access to the ballot in formally partisan elections. The Court has held, for example, that the state may not bar a political party from inviting unaffiliated voters to participate in its primary,\textsuperscript{227} or require parties to nominate candidates through “blanket primaries” open to nonmembers;\textsuperscript{228} or impose on party organizations a particular corporate form, or an obligation not to endorse primary-election candidates.\textsuperscript{229}

Prevailing doctrine subjects “severe” burdens on political parties’ First Amendment interests to strict scrutiny, whereas “reasonable, nondiscriminatory restrictions” (sometimes called “lesser burdens”) receive very lax review.\textsuperscript{230} To implement this framework, courts must be able to evaluate the strength of state interests brought forth on behalf of challenged regulations, and have some principled basis on which to distinguish severe from lesser regulatory burdens. Our analysis of the voter-information problem casts serious doubt on much that the Supreme Court has said when evaluating state interests. It also points toward a potentially useful way of thinking about burden severity.

\subsection*{1. State Interests in the Regulation of Political Parties}

States have often defended public regulation of political parties and the candidate-nomination process by arguing that the First Amendment burdens of the election law at issue are outweighed by the law’s benefits for voter competence or, one step removed, for the “integrity” of the major parties.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{226} We do not mean to imply that “party substitutes” are the only way to attack the voter information problem when party cues are absent or unavailing. As the introduction to Part III noted, many other questions about the effects of law on voter competence are worth investigating.
\item\textsuperscript{227} Tashjian v. Republican Party of Conn., 470 U.S. 208 (1986).
\item\textsuperscript{228} Jones, 530 U.S. at 567.
\item\textsuperscript{229} Eu, 489 U.S. at 214.
\end{itemize}
The Supreme Court’s responses to these arguments run the gamut from equivocal and naïve to ludicrous and possibly disastrous.

Three problems concern us particularly. One, the Court has been evasive about whether the promotion of informed voting is a “compelling” state interest, and as such potentially capable of sustaining a law subject to strict scrutiny. For years the Court danced around this issue; nowadays, it tends to describe the interest as “important,” placing it in the netherworld between “legitimate” and “compelling.”

The second problem lies in the Court’s default empirical suppositions about what voters know and how they behave. On more than one occasion the Court has answered arguments about the importance of consistent party labels by declaring:

[The defendant’s] argument depends upon the belief that voters can be “misled” by party labels. But our cases reflect a greater faith in the ability of individual voters to inform themselves about campaign issues.

On the basis of this faith the justices cavalierly dismissed both the state’s defense of mandatory closed primaries in Tashjian v. Republican Party of Connecticut, and the major parties’ attack on Washington’s “top two” primary regime with candidate self-ascription of party labels. A similar faith in the diligence and attentiveness of the voting public underwrote the Court’s rejection of early filing deadlines for independent candidates in Anderson v. Celebrezze, and durational residency requirements for voting

---

231 See, e.g., Kramer v. Union Free Sch. Dist. No. 15, 395 U.S. 621, 631-33 (1969) (avoiding question of whether the state may “in some circumstances . . . limit the exercise of the franchise to those ‘primarily interested’ or ‘primarily affected’” in response to voter ignorance); Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 356-57 (1972) (“[W]ithout deciding as a general matter the extent to which a State can bar less knowledgeable or intelligent citizens from the franchise, we conclude that durational residency requirements cannot be justified on this basis.”) (internal citations omitted).

232 The “important” formulation traces to Jenness v. Fortson, 403 U.S. 431, 442 (1971) (“There is surely an important state interest in requiring some preliminary showing of a significant modicum of support before printing the name of a . . . candidate on the ballot—the interest . . . in avoiding confusion, deception, and even frustration of the democratic process at the general election.”) (emphasis added).

233 Tashjian, 479 U.S. at 220 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).

234 Id.

235 Wash. State Grange, 552 U.S. at 454 (Roberts, J., concurring) ("[R]espondents' assertion that voters will misinterpret the party-preference designation . . . depends upon the belief that voters can be 'misled' by party labels. But our cases reflect a greater faith in the ability of individual voters to inform themselves about campaign issues.") (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).

236 460 U.S. 780, 797 (1983) ("[T]oday the vast majority of the electorate not only is literate but is informed on a day-to-day basis about events and issues that affect election choices and about the ever-changing popularity of individual candidates.")
"Faith" is the key word here. The Court has shown little interest in what political scientists actually understand about voting. It has simply presumed a "well informed electorate," one in which "the vast majority" of voters follow "on a day-to-day basis [the] events and issues that affect election choices."

This may explain the third and most glaring flaw in the political rights jurisprudence: The Court’s repeated suggestion that the most promising means for improving voter competence—the adoption of regulations meant to strengthen political parties and better calibrate their cues—is not even a legitimate object of state action.

In Tashjian, for example, the Court shockingly concluded that the "relative merits of closed and open primaries" for "promot[ing] responsiveness by elected officials and strengthen[ing] the effectiveness of the political parties" are flat-out irrelevant to whether the state may require major political parties to close their primaries to non-members. Similarly, in California Democratic Party v. Jones, the Court pronounced that states may not regulate partisan primaries with the goal of "producing elected officials who better represent the electorate." This, the Court said, was "simply circumlocution for producing nominees and nominee positions other than those the parties would choose if left to their own devices” and as such “a stark repudiation of freedom of political association.” And in Eu v. San Francisco County Democratic Central Committee, the Court held that states may not regulate the structure and governance of party organizations, or prevent party organizations from making endorsements in primary elections, because the state has no legitimate interest in preventing a major

---

237 405 U.S. 330, 358 (1972) ("[T]he State cannot seriously maintain that it is 'necessary' to reside for a year in the State and three months in the county in order to be knowledgeable about . . . elections.") (internal citations omitted).

238 A partial exception is Dunn v. Blumstein, where the Court did point to evidence suggesting that most learning about candidates occurs during a brief period before the election. See 405 U.S. at 358 n. 30 (citing studies).

239 Wash. State Grange, 552 U.S. at 454 (Roberts, J., concurring).

240 Anderson, 460 U.S. at 797. As one would expect, the Supreme Court’s error has ramified through the lower courts. See, e.g., Wash. State Republican Party v. Wash. Grange, No. 11-35125, slip op. at 480-83 (9th Cir. Jan. 19, 2011) (sustaining grant of summary judgment to defendants in First Amendment challenge to “top two” primary with party-preference ballot notations, and reasoning that, even though plaintiffs introduced statistical evidence of voter confusion, they had not created a triable issue fact on whether a “well-informed electorate will interpret a candidate’s party preference designation to mean that the candidate is the party’s chosen nominee or representative or that the party associates with or approves of the candidate").

241 479 U.S. at 222-23 (1986).

242 530 U.S. at 582 (2000).

243 Id.
party from “undertaking a course of conduct destructive of its own [electoral] interests.”

Whatever one makes of the asserted First Amendment interests on the other side of the balance, the Court’s position that there can be no legitimate state interest in regulating the major parties’ internal organization or candidate nomination procedures for the purpose of maintaining reliable party cues and better representing the electorate is indefensible. In our two-party system, these are the major parties’ principal social functions. Their importance is clear from the evidence, surveyed above, about the performance of nonpartisan elections and nonpartisan legislatures. Moreover, there is no reason to believe that a vertically integrated political party—one which fields candidates at multiple levels of government—will, if left to its own devices, perform these social functions well at each level. The Court’s holdings in Tashjian, Eu, and Jones may be justifiable, but the reasoning the Court offered, if taken at face value, denies the very legitimacy of corrective state action in response to critical failures of the political market.

This cannot be right. But until the Court recognizes its error, “tailoring” reforms meant to influence the ideological content of the major-party cues—such as forcing parties to allow primary-election participation by members who enroll “for that level of government only”—will face substantial constitutional roadblocks. This is further impetus for our party-substitutes strategies.

2. How to Think About “Burdens” on Political Party Association

Two postulates about the associational rights of political parties command broad agreement among legal scholars. First, political parties must enjoy some constitutional protections; they cannot be treated simply as playthings of the government. As Daniel Lowenstein put it, “[t]he idea of parties as ‘public’ is in tension ... with the need to assure that the party system maintains a basic autonomy from the state so that the parties may serve as vehicles for expressing the public's needs and sentiments.”

Second, the autonomy or associational claims of major political parties must rest on something beyond a simple analogy to private expressive

245 To be sure, the parties can and do perform other important functions. See generally Ethan J. Leib & Christopher S. Elmendorf, Why Party Democrats Need Popular Democracy and Popular Democrats Need Parties, 100 CAL. L. REV 69, 83-91 (2012).
associations such as the Boy Scouts\textsuperscript{248} or the NAACP,\textsuperscript{249} the analogy on which the Supreme Court has relied.\textsuperscript{250} Parties do not have definite organizational boundaries, but instead consist of loose, often fractious, and sometimes shifting coalitions of interest groups, candidates, activists, and voters.\textsuperscript{251} Identifying who speaks for a private organization is easy enough; a charter of incorporation usually provides the answer. It is not so obvious, however, that the “official party charter,” such as it is, should define who may speak for the party. Lowenstein pointed out that the “party-in-government”—consisting of elected officials who were nominated by the party membership (usually in primary elections) and subsequently voted into office—has at least as strong and probably a stronger claim to speaking for the party than little known officials of the nominal party organization.

Further, and more basically, the major parties don’t exist primarily for expressive purposes.\textsuperscript{252} The affiliates of a major party band together to elect candidates and to pressure those candidates, once elected, to heed the party-coalition’s concerns. The Supreme Court recognized as much when it held, in \textit{Tashjian} and \textit{Jones}, that political parties have constitutionally protected interests not only in their private or “internal” domain,\textsuperscript{253} but also with respect to their “external” role of nominating ballot-qualified candidates for elective office.\textsuperscript{254}

Finally, unlike most private associations, major parties under the American system of plurality-winner elections enjoy a “natural duopoly.”\textsuperscript{255} Entry by third parties is difficult because most citizens don’t want to waste

\begin{footnotes}
\item[249] NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449 (1958).
\item[253] Over the years, many courts have tried to cabin party associational rights by distinguishing the parties “internal” and “external” activities, treating the former as constitutionally protected by analogy to private expressive associations and the latter as fully regulable state action. \textit{See, e.g.}, Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944) (holding that Democratic Party is state actor in nominating ballot-qualified candidates); Republican Party of Tex. v. Dietz, 940 S.W.2d 86 (Tex. 1997) (holding that allocation of booths at party convention, and of advertising space in party publication, were “internal party affairs” as opposed to state action); \textit{Eu}, 489 U.S. at 231-33 (distinguishing state regulation of a party’s “external responsibilities” from “direct regulation of a party’s leaders” and “internal affairs”).
\item[254] \textit{Tashjian}, 479 U.S. at 215-16 (treating the selection of candidates as the “basic function” of major parties); \textit{Jones}, 530 U.S. at 575 (“In no area is the political association’s right to exclude more important than in the process of selecting its nominee.”)
\item[255] Schleicher, “\textit{Politics as Markets}” Reconsidered, supra note at 246, at 190-96.
\end{footnotes}
their votes on an impossible long shot, and because most talented candidates want a realistic shot at winning. The duopolistic nature of the major parties means that a party’s decision to exclude a would-be joiner imposes much higher costs on the excluded person than analogous exclusionary acts by private expressive associations.

None of this is controversial. But despite sharing a common diagnosis of the “problem” of party associational rights, legal commentators have offered diametrically opposed solutions. Some would have the courts establish a near-absolute right for party organizations to structure candidate nomination processes as they wish; others would have the courts defer to the state—strongly in most cases, and almost categorically when the state action at issue was supported by elected officials from the plaintiff’s political party.

On the pro-autonomy side, Nathaniel Persily argues that major-party organizations must be allowed to structure their candidate nomination procedures largely as they wish, because “[p]arty autonomy . . . acts as a critical mechanism for counteracting the majoritarian bias of America’s plurality-based electoral systems.” Persily sees in the major parties a healthy tension between, on the one hand “the demands of competition” (pressure to nominate candidates who will appeal to the median voter), and the “demands . . . of representation” (attending to groups in proportion to intensity of interest). Party organizations, rather than the state, should mediate these competing demands because this will “protect minorities’ ability to band together into electoral coalitions with a real chance of gaining access to power.” Similarly, Michael Kang argues that absolute protection for “party autonomy” is the best way to ensure “a healthy balance of cooperation and competition” among players within the party coalition.

Persily and Kang both assume that autonomous party organizations would create coherent, competitive political parties. But our analysis shows that this is not always the case: robust partisan competition, so important for competent voting and responsive government, is not an inevitable or natural state of affairs. Within a federal system, subnational governments are frequently dominated by one party for decades at a time. Indeed, a number of the Supreme Court’s leading cases arose from one-party-dominated subnational jurisdictions—from the White Primary Cases, which dealt with racial minorities’ access to primary ballots in Jim Crow Texas, to the

---

256 Persily, supra note 252
257 Id. at 819-20.
258 Id. at 820.
259 Kang, supra note 251, at 175.
260 See supra Part II.B.
recent decision in *New York State Board of Elections v. Lopez Torres*, which concerned the process for nominating major-party judicial candidates in perennially uncompetitive New York City.

The other pole in the party-rights debate was staked by Lowenstein, who prescribed judicial deference to the state in major-party autonomy cases. Most “party rights” claims are really just conflicts between different parts of the party coalition, Lowenstein observed, and no one has a better claim to resolve these disputes—to speak for the party as a whole—than the officials who have been nominated and elected to public office on the party label.

Whereas Persily and Kang place their faith in the party organization, Lowenstein puts his in the party-in-government. He makes a plausible argument that the party-in-government is more likely to represent the views of party-affiliated voters than are the titular leaders of the party organization. But it hardly follows that legislators elected on the party label will devote themselves to making the party into a competitive, coherent brand at the level of government in question. As a group, they may care more about holding onto their seats than building or maintaining a legislative majority. As individuals, their interests may lie in creating personal brands independent of their political parties, in running for office at a different level of government, or in becoming lobbyists.

Ultimately, we see little basis for privileging *ex ante* the judgments of the party organization or the party-in-government. If the ultimate goal is a system of competitive, coherent political parties, there is little choice but to examine, on a case-by-case basis, whether particular reforms would further or retard that objective. While this may be a difficult inquiry, it is far more likely to produce representation-enhancing rules than attempting to decide, once and for all, who speaks for the party.

As a doctrinal matter, courts could move in our direction by jettisoning the notion that there exists some tangible collective of persons (“the membership”) that constitutes the party, and a corporeal leadership body

---

263 Lowenstein, supra note 247. For a related perspective, updating Lowenstein’s argument, see Garrett, *supra* note 251.
264 Lowenstein, *supra* note 247, at 1764-77.
265 After all, does anyone know for whom he voted the last time they cast a ballot for party selectman?
266 For each party caucus, redistricting presents a tradeoff between expanding the number of seats the party has a chance of winning (by redistributing reliable party voters from the caucus members’ districts to other, potentially winnable districts), and protecting the security of the existing members of the caucus (who are more likely to lose a general election challenge if their core supporters are assigned to other districts).
that is presumptively entitled to govern the party and to determine what it stands for. The dominant parties in a two-party system should instead be understood as, in effect, publicly chartered corporations with a constitutionally conferred public function: to integrate voters and interest groups into coherent, competitive coalitions with respect to the government at issue, thereby enabling low-information voters to obtain representation and enforce accountability.\(^{268}\)

Anyone who wishes to associate in any manner with one of these umbrella coalitions should be permitted to bring an “associational rights” claim against state action that hinders the desired association,\(^{269}\) and no party-affiliated actors should have a constitutionally protected right to accept or reject the proposed association. Rather, the presumptive permissibility of the challenged barrier to association—the “severity” of the “burden,” as a matter of law—should depend entirely on whether the regulation tends to enhance or to retard the parties’ performance of their designated public function. If it retards performance, it burdens associational rights within the meaning of the First Amendment; if it does not, there is no constitutionally cognizable harm.

A caveat: it is not our position that the First Amendment necessarily should be read in this way. That ultimate judgment requires a weighing of various interpretive and historical considerations we omit from our pragmatic analysis. Our point is simply that if one is willing to think about party rights in expressly functional terms, there is little basis for treating either the party organization or the party-in-government as presumptively entitled to control the candidate-nomination process.

IV. CONCLUSION: ELECTION LAW IN LIGHT OF VOTER IGNORANCE

As a legal-academic field of study, election law has been centrally concerned with questions about the exclusion of disadvantaged voters, and the use of law to tilt the political field in favor of incumbents or the then-dominant party. These are important issues, but they exist on the abusive edge of the electoral arena. What we hope this paper shows is that there are very important election law questions that affect all voters in all elections, on the mainland of everyday politics and not just on its problematic shore.

Questions about voter competence are not about a distant "they," but rather are about "we," because, as E. E. Schattschneider noted over 50 years

---

\(^{268}\) We shall bracket for the time being whether there are other party functions that the party rights jurisprudence should protect.

\(^{269}\) Justice O’Connor’s concurring opinion in Clingman v. Beaver, 544 U.S. 581 (2005) steps tentatively in this direction. See id. at 600-02 (“I question whether judicial inquiry into the genuineness, intensity, or duration of a given voter's association with a given party is a fruitful way to approach constitutional challenges to [primary regulations].”)
ago, in a complicated modern state "[t]here is no escape from the problem of ignorance, because nobody knows enough to run the government." The central function of election law is to help citizens aggregate what little information they have into collectively sensible judgments about whether the people running the government should continue at the helm. The question of how well it performs this task should animate election law scholarship going forward. The quality of our democracy depends on it.

---